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.Mr. CoLMER, from the Special Committee on Postwar Economic Policy 
and Planning, submitted the following 

REPORT 
[Pursuant to H. Res. 60) 

INTRODUCTION 

Under the authority granted by Congress to the Special Committee 
of the House of Hcprrsentatives on Postwar Economic Policy and 
Planning. that committee designated ~lessrs. William 1f. Colmer 
Orville Zimmerman, Charles A. Wolverton, Clifford R. Hope, Jesse 
P. '\'olcott, Jay LeFevre, and Sid Simpson to visit Europe and the 
~fiddle East to study the postwar economic conditions and the oppor
tunity for foreign trade there and report back to the full committee. 
Tbe committee was accompanied by ~farion B. Folsom, staff director, 
William Y. Elliott, consultant and James J. Farriss, of the State 
Dt>partment. Eight weeks, beginning August 15, 1945, werE~ spent 
in visiting the principal countries of Europe and the Middle East where 
conferences were held with the heads of government, United States 
reprcsentatins, and others in each country visited. 

Sprcifically the purpose of the trip was to dcteimine how far the 
general principles outlined by the committee in its previous Sixth 
Report, The Postwar Foreign Economic Policy of the United States, 
can be applied at this time. The following excerpts are quoted from 
that report: 1 

Our foreign trade, thoue:h only 5 to 7 percent of our national income, provides 
us with many essential products and raw materials and affords us a very impor
tant market for certain agricultural and manufactured products. Moreover, 
this trade, which is small eompared with our total national ':olume of busine~s, 
has a very important impact upon other nations, many of which depend heavily 
upon international trade. . . . 

Hit:h levels of output and employment at hom~, whic~ the cormmttee diS· 
cu~sl'd extensively in its fourth report,' are an essential requirement for expanded 
world trade. • • • 

I H. R•·pt. 641, 79th Conr .. pp. I, 2 
I B. 1\ept. lb56, 76tb Cong. 
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It is the committee's view'that foreign trade can contribute most to the peace 
and prosperity of both the United States and the rest of the world if it is based 
upon the principle of balanced expansion.' This means that the enormous capac
ity of our country to produce, to consume, and to save must result, in the postwar 
period, in extensive exports, extensive imports, and extensive foreign. invest
ments. * . * * 

After the war, extensive foreign investments by the United States will have 
important benefits both to the United States and to the rest of the world. The 
scarcity of capital in undeveloped regions and in countries devastated by the war 
will provide a large opportunity for American investments. If loans are made 
on a productive basis, both the lending nation and the borrowing nations will 
benefit from the resulting industrial expansion. The United States will benefit 
from the stimulus which foreign loans and investments provide for exports and 
from the returns which we will later receive on our foreign investments. Other 
countries will beriefit from an increase in their productivity made possible by more 
rapid industrial development. At the same time, the resulting diversification of 
their economies will make them less sensitive to_changes in the world demand for 
particular commodities. * * * 

The immediate establishment of a clear and unequivocal world policy of 
removing trade barriers will be of enormous assistance to businessmen both at 
home and abroad in making postwar plans . 

. The objective of American policy recognized in that report was to 
increase in every way possible the total trade of the world as a con~ 
tribution to a stable and enduring peace. It was recognized that the 
American share in this increased world prosperity would play a very 
important part in determining the size of the national income of the 
United States and the extent of employment and production. 

Since the sixth report was issued (May 8, 1945), many wayposts 
have been passed on the road toward fixing postwar econ(}mic policy 
both for the United States and for other nations. Decisions are now 
being made in every country of the world and in international con~ 
ferences that will set the pattern for the political and economic life 
of Europe, Asia, and to a considerable extent the entire globe, for 
many years to come. It is, therefore, important that Con~ess should 
be as fully informed as possible on the actual situations which confront 
these foreign . countries in order to reach sound judgments on the' 
American policies upon which Congress will be !J,sked to pass. The 
limitations of time between sessions of Congress, the comparative 
importance, the unusual difficulties surrounding the problems of 
reconstruction in liberated Europe, occupied Germany, Russia, and 
the Near East, dictated that the time spent on this surtey trip should 
be spent in these areas. . 

It is recognized that this is far from a complete story of the total 
world picture affecting foreign commerce of the United States. The 
problems of India and the colonial areas have been treated only inci
dentally in this report as they are affected by blocked sterling (the 
war debts owed by England to countries tied into the pound sterling 
as a means of clearing foreign exchange) and by other policies of the 
controlling imperial countries.' The problems of liberated countries 
in the Far East, including the Philippines, while outside the range of 
this report, present 'essentially the. same sort of needs for relief, and 
the use of· American capital. · The committee feels that a further 
study of this subject should be made immediately and a report 
submitted to the Congress. The problems of Latin America are 
~etter known and do not present the same kinds of difficulties .. 

On the European problems; the Potsdam Conference and subse
quent negotiations through the Allied Control Council and through 
the Conference of Foreign Ministers in London, have outlined some 
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Q{ the <:O.nditions set for ~he N'?~omic. fu.ture of qermany. Many of 
the pohttcal and economic dws10ns, mttmately hnked, remain to be 
mllde. Trade agreements have been entered into which are almost 
entire}~ bilateral, among ~he~ such ns those made by England with the 
Argentme and the ScaDdmrman states, and by Russia with the states 
of eastern Europe. Treaties of the same character most of them on 
this sort of barter basis, are beiug negotiated or ar~ under discussion 
by the other states visited. In only one instance did the committee 
find in its inquiri(>S that t~ere ":as a ~ustoms union-that pending 
bl'tween Holland and Belgmm-m whtch the ~reement looked be
yond bilnt<'rialism to an increase of freedom of n1arkets for all states. 
The trend of present postwar arrangements, therefore, was entirely 
eontrary to the principles recommend~d in the previous si.xth report 
of the committee and officially accepted as American policy through 
numy pronouncements of the Department of State. 

The committee was interested throughout in seeing to what degree 
the United States cnn use the opportunity provided by the requests 
Qf most of these states for American loans, for the acquisition of surplus 
property, as well as the lend-l(•ase settlements still pending, to further 
thA policies advocated in its sixth report for a greater freedom of world 
trade. 

Throughout the studies of the conunittee the connection of political 
agreements and economic settlements seemed to demand the coordi
nntion of American foreign policy, particularly on its economic side. 
The conunittee, therefore, stresses in its report the strengthening of 
the foreign serYice of the United States and a proper organization with 
the responsibility for making and carrying out economic foreign 
policy. 

All through its trip the committee found that the countries visited, 
almost without exception, were returning to the principles of bilateral
ism; barter, with the accompanying features of frozen or controlled 
-exchanges; quotas on imports; subsidized exports, and other devices 
which hamper world trade. This was due, it was recognized, to the 
present h\ck of adequate holdings of foreign assets to support large 
1mport progmms and the inevitable nbsence of exports that accom
panied the destruction of the productive systems or their almost 
total use for war purposes. 

With a view to seeking remedies for these conditions, the committee 
interviewed the heads of the governments concerned, the finance 
and commerce ministers, or the heads of the phnrning agencies. 
In nearly all countries the foreign ministers were included because of 
the direct bearing of political obligations on economic policy. It 
held long discussions on the German economic position under the 
Allied Control Council both with tho political advisers and with 
Generals Eisenhower, Clny, and members of their staffs. 

The committee wishes to acknowledge that it was accorded a most 
generous allotment of time by Government officials with wh~m. in
ter>iews were arranged by the Department of State an~ o.ur mJssw_ns 
abrond ineluding Prime ~Iinister Attlee and Genernltss1mo Stnlm. 
In occ~ionnl instances the committee reached the conclusion that 
policies either were not yet formula~ed or that ans,yers were not forth
coming. In most cases the comm1ttee felt that 1t hnd access to as 
much of the facts and trends of policy &3 were available. It drew 
freely on the information as to the economic situation and policies 
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accumulated by every American embassy and legation visited and 
received special memoranda prepared at the committee's request on 
the most important subjects under discussion. These supplemented 
the studies_ of each country which the Departments of State and 
Commerce in Washington furnished before the committee's departure. 

A large number of interviews with businessmen-and some repre
sentatives of opposition parties, where these were permitted, supple
mented the general impressions formed by the committee on its more 
official contacts and inquiries. An audience with Pope Pius the XII, 
and some discussions with the Holy See in Rome, added to the infor
mation of the committee. 

At the outset of the report the committee feels that it would be 
useful to give a summary of its conclusions as to principle and later 
to develop them in more detail. . 



SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

The study of economic conditions that the committee made in the 
principal countries of western Europe, Germany, Russia, and the 
Middle East showed that there are many obstacles to the realization of 
the principles underlying increased world trade that were incorpo
rated in its sixth report. The committee is convinced that the objec
tives of American foreign economic policy, as stated in that report, 
are essentially sound and are capable of realization. It is impressed, 
however, with the difficulties presented by the exhaustion of Europe 
and the destruction of the war, and the consequent obstacles to the 
resumption of the full economic life of a very large part of the civilized 
world. 

OUTLINE OF PROBLEMS STUDIED 

A number of short-run problems of an immediate, critical character 
were common to all European reconstruction both for the liberated 
countries and for occupied Germany. They were, without attempting 
to list them in anything more than a rough order of importance: 
{1) Transportation; (2) fuel and raw materials; (3) communications in 
general, including waterways and air travel for passengers; (4) the 
organization and administration of relief needs, especially food and 
clothing; (5) the establishment of sound banking and financial relation
ships, dependent upon the resumption of production, and the avoid
ance of inflation; and (6) loans for reconstruction and rehabilitation 
purposes to be initiated prior to the ratification and operation of the 
Bretton Woods agreements. 

The committee found that four major problems o a special charac
ter presented difficulties which were basic to all the economic issues 
raised in its previous report and examined during its inquiries in 
Europe. They were (1) British foreign trade policy, particularly as 
it was affected by the exchange controls arising from war debts and 
the consequent barriers to trade in other countries within the area 
tied to sterling as currency; (2) the peculiar problems raised by the 
economic organization of Russia and its planning policy, not only in 
Russia itself but in the occupied zone of Germany and in the countries 
of eastern Europe; (3) the reconstruction of Germany; and (4) the 
disposition of American surplus property, including returned lend-
lease property. · 

There was another set of longer-range problems in which the 
committee studied the possible use of American economic power to 
increase world trade and obtain a stable peace, the important ones 
being: (1) loans, (2) United States policy in dealing with state trad~ng 
monopolies, (3) settlement of lend-lease agreements, and (4) balancrng 

5 

B. Rept. 1205, 79-1-2 
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/international. payments through other means than gold, such as 
stock piling of strategic minerals. 

Finally, the committee was convinced that there should be a still 
further integration of American economic foreign policy with foreign 
policy in general and a reorganization of the administrative agencies 
for the realizatio~ of .the objectives of American economic policy. 

SHORT-RUN PROBLEMS . 

The whole character of European recovery and the patterns of 
world recovery that were to be expected from the effects of the post
war settlements seemed to the committee to depend on the successful 
solution of certain short-run problems common to all the countries 
visited; If these were not solved, states might .be forced into meas
ures, both political and economic, that would delay the resumption of 
sound world trading practicE!!>. The. exhaustion of the war, common 
to all states, had left them without adequate means of transportation, 
communication, without sufficient food supplies and consumer goods, 
fuel, and raw materials to control the creepin~ paralysis of inflation. 

The committee addressed .itself in the first mstance in every state 
visited to. an understanding of these problems and to· an effort to 
determine how this country could be of assistance in their solution in 
line with American policy and interests. 

1. Transportation.-The transportation system of all the liberated 
countries of Europe, and indeed all those that had taken part in the 

. war was the most serious factor delaying their recovery. While 
over-all generalizations are dangerous, it could be stated with cer
tainty that the total transportation system of Europe was functioning 
at considerably less than 50 percent of normal in all branches of tran&
portation except shipping. Shipping, devoted to recovery purposes 
as distinguished from military employment and occupation uses, was 
in only a slightly better state. It seemed of critical importance to 
the committee to get an allocation of all available shipping including 
American surplus shipping to take advantage .of the availability of 

· crews and trained operators in the countries most in need of import 
·.tonnage for their recovery. Similarly. the railway systems required 
the first priority for steel, fuel, and production facilities for their 
repair, maintenance, and the building of new rolling stock and loco
motives. In general, the destruction of rolling stock was more serious 
than the destruction of rail lines. The widespread damage to bridges 
and overpasses, however, required immediate attention. .Inland 
waterways, carrying as they do a very large percentage of all European 
traffic were in a similar condition of disuse. Trucking and automo· 
tive equipment were in very serious condition of disrepair and entirely 
inadequate to supplement the other methods of transportation. 
Available foodstuffs, for example, were not capable of proper distribu
tion under existing circumstances. 

Specifically, the committee recommends that the Department of 
State, in the disposal of surplus transportation equipment, should take 
into account the priority of needs, without regard to whether the 
countries were paying or nonpaying in terms of UNRRA, in order to 
build up the railway, trucking, and highway transportation, inland 
waterwa:y; transportation, and shipping, including coastal shipping, of 
these nat10ns. 
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The committee feels that the first claim on the productive facilities 
of Germany, as well as liberated European countries should be for the 
manufactur.e of transportation equipment of every sort since upon 
transportatiOn depends most of the distribution problems of food 
fuel, etc. ' 

2. _Fuel and r~w materials.-~he needs of all European countries, 
parttcularly ~he It berated countnes, are primarily for sufficient supplies 
of fuel, parttcularly coal, and raw materials to get their industries 
started once more. Until the wheels of industry can be started 
unemployment and lack of production impose heavv burdens on th~ 
fiscal structure of every state and increase the need for relief. The 
prod ~ction of con~umer goods, so badly needed in order to avoid 
mflntwn, depends m large part upon the most rapid availability of 
coal, cotton, wool, minerals, lumber, and the otht>r basic raw materials 
of industry. In some cases the countries have foreign assets which 
if adequately mobilized, would afford a measure of self-help. I~ 
others, lack of internal organization appears to be holding back pro· 
duction. Relatively small short-term loans by the Export-Import 
Bank to enable an immediate financing of purchases abroad would 
go far toward decreasing the bw·den of relief and putting all of Europe 
on a self-sustaining basis. The resumption of the coal exports from 
the Rul1r, the Saar, and Silesia (the last now under Polish control) 
is essential. The strengthl'tling of the European Coal Organization 
and inclu~ion within it of Poland and Czechoslovakia as active 
contributing members seems nl'ressary. 

3. Communications.-The conunittee regards the freedom of com· 
munications, of travel, and movement of persons, as essential to the 
normal recoverv of business and recommends a reduction of the 
administrative difficulties and an increase of the facilities by air and 
all other means for this travel. 

4. Organization and adm,inistration of reliej.-The basic problem is 
that of the need for food and other ab~olute essentials of life, and in 
wide areas the actual destitution of European populations. As has 
been the case so many times before the possibility of preventing 
widespread sufTerin~, if not starvation, depends upon an outpouring 
of American aid. Clearly onr first duty in thts regard is to the nations 
with which we have been allied, and it is in1portant that the countries 
of wrstern Europe whirh are not assisted by the United Nations 
Relirf and Rehabilitation Administration be enabled to secure the 
food supplies needed to maintain. the health of .their populati?ns 
through the coming winter and sprmg .. These natwns have c~nsist
ently paid for all that they have recen·ed and no do~bt des~e to 
continue on that basis as Ion~ as they can. The conuruttec ~eheves 
that the fullrst cooperation should be extended to these natw~s ~y 
the Cnited Statrs in meeting the basic problem of food supplies m 
the critical months that li~ immediutely ahl'ad. Unless the P9Pul~
tions of thrse nations are sustained by a sufficiency of food to mamtam 
thrir hralth no othrr measures will be of much avail. 

The com~1i t tl'r fL'rls that the relief organization for the .distribu ~on 
of food, ftwl, clothing, and so forth, should safeguar~. a~~mst poss1hle 
abuses of r<'lief mentioned below and make fuller utilization of Am~r
ican and other surpluses. The orga~zation. of UKR,R~ and Its 
present functioning requires strengthenmg. Smce the 'Cm.ted Stat~ 
lB called upon to provide, roughly, 80 percent of the supphes of this 
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organization, it has two. major interests in the efficient functioning 
of UNRRA: - . 

(a) The delivery of the supplies to those areas where the need is 
greatest, taking full advantage of the availability of American surplus 
transportation equipment and retaining control of distribution through 
transportation in UNRRA hands. 

(b) It is of equal interest to the United States to prevent the use of 
UNRRA supplies for political purposes and to recognize the need of 
direct control and scrutiny of relief, particularly in eastern Europe. 

The continuation of UNRRA aid beyond the next crop year seemed 
in large part to the committee to depend upon the rapidity with which 
the liberated countries of Europe and those now receiving UNRRA 
aid could resume production. Immediate assistance in the form of 
loans to furnish raw materials, coal, and transportation would go far 
toward removing the need for continued relief. The committee 
desires to have the American relief contribution and short-term loans 
take the form as far as possible of usable foreign smpluses of American 
and retmned lend-lease equipment suitable for UNRRA pmposes such 
as trucks, clothing, shoes, utensils, medical supplies, and other items 
of general civilian need. The committee sees no necessity for fur
nishing new equipment at the taxpayers' expense when surplus 
equipment of this type is already available in Europe and could reach 
the areas of need even more quickly. · _ 

5. Establishment of sound banking and financial relationships.-As a 
pertinent condition to the granting of loans intended to avoid the 
need for relief and for rehabilitation purposes, the committee feels 
that the Export-Import Bank and other Government agencies should 
assme themselves that every effort has. been made by the countries· 
concerned to set up a sound banking and financial structure and 
policy. This would involve as full as possible nationalized control 
over the foreign assets of the countries seeking loans and their mobili
zation as the basis for credit. Once this condition is met, the com
mittee is convinced that, in many instances, loans which will aid the 
immediate production of consumer goods constitute a real remedy 
against uncontrollable inflation and against the continuing need for 
relief. 

6. Loans for reconstruction and rehabilitation purposes.-The com
mittee recommends that the Department of State integrate into 
American foreign policy in general the active pursuit of the solution 
of these short-run problems, including relief and the effective mobiliza
tion and use of surplus property. It feels that the character of solu
tions to short-run problems will go far toward determining both the 
political and economic pattern of Europe and the Middle East for a 
generation to come. The committee is aware of the fact that there 
are limitations to which the United States can go in its assistance to 
foreign countries, and it doubts that it would be to the interest of 
those countries to have these measures continued over the long run, 

SPECIAL PROBLE11fS 

1. The United Kingdom.-The committee appreciates the extrea...Jly 
difficult economic problems which the United Kingdom faces as the 
result of 6 years of war. Prior to the war, Great Britain met her 
~favorable balance of trade by the income received from overseas 
mvestments, and the income from shipping, insurance, and other 
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services. Not only has she been forced to sell a substantial proportion 
of her investments but new overseas debts to the extent of $14 000-
000,000 were incurred. Her income from shipping and other se~vic~s 
has also been greatly reduced. On the other hand, she fnces the 
probl(•m of repairing and replacing homes damaged by the war and 
of muking up the deficit incurred in the war years when no houses 
were built. The committee was informed that over 200,000 houses 
have been damngrd beyond repair and 3,000,000 others dama(l'ed to 
some extent. Industry is also in need of new machinery and new 
buildings and must rrpair or replace those damaged during the war. 

Our trade with GrPat Britain in the past has been greater than 
with any other single nation. Britain's prrsent position requires 
assistance to get back on a sound trading basis. To facilitate this 
recovery is to facilitate our own trade and to promote world stability 
and recovery. 

The committee ferls that a solution to the present problems in
voln•d in American foreign trade with countries within the so-called 
sterling area must be worked out as a prime requisite for large
scale loans to Britain. It recognizrs the basic need of Britain for 
exports in order to maintain the living standards of its popula.t,ion. 
The gf(•at burden of loans from Empire and other countries has 
resulted in sterling balancrs in London that cannot be liquidated on 
anv short-tt>rm basis. 

it is clear that under the prrsent conditions of a shortage of foreign 
exchange and without the availability of large-scale loans, some tem
porary restrictions on Brili;;h imports are necessary. These measures, 
however, should not be continued beyond such time as loans are made 
&Yailablc to clPar up outstanding difficulties of exchange shortage. 
The committee feels that while it is natural for England to resort to a 
continuation of import controls, Government purchases, and quotas, 
thl'l'c must be assurance of freeing trade within the shortest possible 
period. The committee fpe]s that productive loans can be made to 
En~land and to the countrirs to whom England owes large sums of 
blocked strrling for war debts. The committee is convinced that 
srnling down and funding of the war debts of Britain to these countries 
is a prdiminary step to any agreement to furnish loans by the United 
Stntl'S. All loans, settlements of lend-lease agre<'ments, and surplus 
proprrtv agreemrnts should be made contingent upon the willingness 
of Encrfand to remove the temporary rt'strictions on imports, with a 
sclwd~le ngreed upon for their timely removal. 

The same principle would apply ~o the remora! of exchan~e controls 
which ha\'e been made necessary m wartime and are contmued as a 
rrsult of war debts in neutrul areas and countries of the sterling area. 
These controls efT(•cti\'Piy prevent at the present time any large pur
chnses from the United Stutes by countries like India and Egypt. They 
arr supplement(•d by bilatNal agreements presently being n~gotiat~d 
and by a continuation of the Ottawa agreements affor~lmg tanff 
prdcrrnces within the Empire. These should also be moc.hfied. . 

2. Economic relations u:ith the U.S. S. R.-The economiC org-an~a
tion and policies of Russia must be taken into account. in considenng 
tlw possibility of German reconstruction and of openmg up eastern 
Europe to trade. TheY. als? determine the stabili~y of ma~y coun
tril's smrounding Russ1a, smce .t~1e U. 8. S. R .. 1s potent1all;v the 
greatPst economic as well as political power covermg the contments 
both of Ew·ope and Asia. 
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The committe~ fully recogniz~ the tremendous destructiori in 
Russia caused by Hitler's armies. At least 40 percent of the indus
tria.l capacity of Russia was at one time under German domination, 
its coal mines in the Don Basin were largely wrecked; Stalingrad, a 
center of important industrial production, was reduced to ruins. ·It 
was· entirely ·natural for Russia to insist upon the restitution of its 
own industrial system, at the expense of that of Germany, insofar as 
Germany could be made to pay. The all-out war effort of its people, 
the loss of many millions of men and the d'estruction ·and scattering 
of m,any more millions of the civilian population, as well as the 
11scorched earth" policy that covered large parts of the farming areas 
of Russia, have reduqed the standard of living of the people far below 
the levels, never high, of prewar Soviet Russia. · 

There would seem to be a real economic opportunity for extensive 
trade between the United States and Russia. The committee was 
informed that Russia needs· immediately and durmg the next few 
years a wide variety of goods produced by the United States: Loco
motives, rolling stock, transportation equipment of all kinds, machine 
tools, construction equipment, and capital goods in general. On the 
other hand, Russia can supply the United States with minerals such 

·as manganese, chrome, and asbestos, as well as timber, various wood 
products, and furs. 

Whether these possibilities of trade expansion can be realized .for 
the benefit of both countries depends not only on the possibility of 
granting productive loans by the United States to Russia but also 
upon the full cooperation of both countries in respect to working out 
the economic conditions for repayment of loans and for working to
gether on equal terms. Cooperation with Soviet Russia on equal 
terms is certainly a basic· objective of the foreign policy of the United 
States and, it seems to the committee, of the other ·countries visited. 
If, however, the Russian policy continues to insist upon a high degree 
of secrecy on fundamental aspects of its economy, including its arma· 
ment policy, and to prevent the entry into Russia-and the free passage 

. within Russian boundaries of technicians and members of the press 
from the United States and other countries, a barrier exists against· 
real cooperation. 

It is the opinion of the committee that a sound relationship between 
the United States and Russia, which is obvi9usly an important objec
tive, and the granting of loans, must in the nature of the case be 
dependent upon the satisfactory clarification of the following points: 

(a) What is to be the policy of Russia in devoting to armaments· 
the production over which it has control? What portion of Russian 
production will continue to be devoted to armaments and what, 

. relation does this bear to her needs? How does Russian policy in 
this regard compare with that of other countries? 

(b) The full and frank disclosure of Russian statistics and an 
opportunity to· scrutinize the facts upon which they are based with 
regard to economic production in all parts of Russia . 

. (c) The fulfillment of Russia's political obligations on the same 
terms as those of other governments. This includes the withdrawal 
of Russian occupation fmces in accordance with the Potsdam agree
~ents and the Yalta Conference and other agreements. 

(d) The disclosure of the terms of the trade treaties made by 
Russia with the eastern European countries now under Russian 

. occupation and control. Without this information it is impossible 
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to estimate what .should be American policy toward these countries 
as well as to Russia. 

(e). The administration of relief ~ these. area~ on nonpolitical lines 
nnd ~n a 'Yay t~1at does not permtt the r;;tphomng off of supplies to 
Russia wh1eh will have to be replaced by the relief afforded from the 
United States and UNRRA sources. 
. (f) .The com~ittee. feels that th.e protection o~ American property, 
mcludmg copyrights, m the countnes under Russian control in eastern 
Europe should be a condition for loans to these countries. In addi· 
t~on, th~re shou~d ~e .full freedom o.f entry ~f r~porters and the protec· 
twn of ngh~s of mdlVlduals a~d ~atwns to d1stnbute books, magazines, 
papers, periOdicals, and movies m these countries. The Department 
of ~tate has insisted upon the protection of the freedoms guaranteed 
at the Yalta Conference-freedom of religion, press, and elections. 
The committee feels that Russia itself should afford adequate oppor
tunities both for diplomatic and uncensored journalistic inquiries and 
representation within Russia, and should agree to the right of entry of 
planes such as is accorded freely to Russia by other countries 

3. Reconstruction of Germany.-The committee was in full agrea. 
mcnt that the destruction of Germany as a war-making country had 
been achieved from what it saw of the unbelievable ruin created in 
German cities and centers of production. We were informed that all 
mnjor cities in Germany had been largely destroyed and that only 
two cities of any importance (Halle and Heidelberg) had escaped at 
least 50 percent destruction of their housing. Berlin itself presents a 
picture of desolation that beggars description-within a 2;~-mile 
radius of the center of the city it is estimated that over 80 percent of 
the buildings were destroyed. The plight of Germany is a monument 
to the folly of Hitler and should be convincing evidence for many 
years to come that the Nazi appeal to might had been answered in 
kind. 

As long as the control of Germany's imports (both of food and 
strat('gic materials) and the stripping of her industries for war-making 
purposes is as thoroughly carried out as is being done in every zone, 
there can be no possibility of Germany becoming a danger to the peace · 
of the world. This rigid control must be continued. The only fore
seeable danger that Germany presents, in the judgment of the com
mittee, after conferences with our military commanders and politic~) 
representatives is as a source of infection for the health, economic 
and social life ~f all of Europe. This is a real danger if t~e cJties of 
Germany, both in our own and in other zon:s, are not mamtamed at 
a minimum basis of health for the populatiOn. 

General Eisenhower's expressed opinion, fully backed ~y G~ner~l 
11ontgomery's recent pronouncement, could be summanzed m his 
own simple langu1we to the committee: "We want a lean Germany 
but not a hungry G~rmany. A hun~ry people is a ~angerous peop~e.'' 
This danger is not from the point of. v1ew of war ~akmg but of poht~~al 
anarchy and of crt'ating a vacuum m Europe whiCh may be filled with 
exploflive potentialitirs. . . 

While it is true that some considerable part of the maclnner~ of 
Grrmany for war-making purposes was not destroyed by the bombmg, 
steps 0 { an adequate character are being taken to. remove all the 
war-making industries of German:y. In th.e Russia~" zo.ne many 
nonwar factorit's as well as war-makmg factones are beml'> dismantled 
and shipped to Russia. 
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In the judgment of the committee, a complete stopping of Germany's 
productive capacity in any zone will impose a severe burden upon the 
rest of Germany to maintain sufficient production of a peacetime 
character to prevent widespread disease and unrest in Germany and, 
as a consequence, in the rest of Europe. The Allied Nations have 
undertaken the responsibility to prevent· serious unrest in their 
occupied zones. Failure in any respect to meet this responsibility 
increases and prolongs the necessity for large numbers of American 
occupying forces beyond normal needs. 

The committee is convinced that to strip Germany of the factories 
necessary for the ordinary industries of Germany would be to impose 
a burden of relief on the westernpowers, principally the United States, 
if widespread starvation and dangerous conditions to the public 
health are to be avoided in all Elirope. 

Germany before the war was the most important industrial country 
of Europe and the largest importer as well as exporter on the Con~ 
tinent. The industries of countries surrounding Germany depended 
in large measure on Germany for parts, machine tools, and com~ 
ponents, as well as on her coal, potash and other fertilizers. To 
destroy these basic German industries would be to immobilize many . 
other industries dependent upon them. However, the committee 
believes that the German cartel system, which exercised substantial 
control over whole areas of production in that country as well as 
other countries prior to the war, should not be permitted to continue. 

The simplest analysis shows the dependence of the industries of all 
the other countries surrounding Germany upon German raw materials 
and German manufactures. To go beyond the limits of destroying 
the war-making power of Germany is to depress the whole standard 
of living of Europe and, through it, of world recovery. It follows, of 
course, that our own foreign trade with Europe would suffer in 
proportion. · 

4. Disposal of American surplus property.-The committee feels 
that the disposal of American surplus should be·made the first require- · 
ment for an earmarked portion (as large as possible) of any loans to 
the countries desiring the acquisition of this surplus. The committee 
is convinced that the administrative organization, particularly the 
field force, for both the disposal of surplus property and for its 
handling is inadequate and should be extended and improved as 
a protection to the interests of the taxpay:ers of the United States in 
the safeguarding and prompt disposal of billions of dollars of property. 
The' clarification of responsibility for surplus disposal, both as to 
policy and administrative handling, seems to the committee to require 
nnmediate action Tlie committee found that the prompt disposal 
of surplus property was being held up by failure to deterlnine what 
was surplus, by the lack of an effective mechanism for handling sur
pluses a,<; they develop, and by discussions as to the method of payment. 
Speedy disposal is obviously in the interest of all concerned .• 

In connection with the disposal of American surplus property 
abroad, the committee feels that the economic policy of the United 
States should be to insist upon the return to United States ownership 
of as much nonexpended lend-lease material as possible as a part of 
American surpluses or the payment for such amounts on the same 
terms as other American surpluses. 
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T~1e committ~e sprcifica!ly recom~cn~ls further that the largest 
possrble proportiOn of Amencun contnbutwns to UNRRA should take 
the form of surplus, including snlvage items of a character useful for 
UNRRA relief. ' 

LONGER-RANGE PROBLEMS 

Thrre are four principal long-run problems: . 
1. An integration of American loan policy.-As a first instance it is 

necessary to protect against the granting of large-scale loans by the 
Export-Import Bank or ar~y othrr governme~tal department or agency 
for long-ra~ ~e reconsiructron bef?re the nations requesting loans have 
shown a w1llu goess to make nvarlable and to utilize fully the credits 
rPsources, and stabilizing influences of the T nternational l\Ionetary 
Fund and the I ntrrnationul Bunk for Reconstruction and Develop
mrut refPrred to the United I\'ations undPr the Bretton Woods agree
ments. The committee n•commends that the funds of the Export
Import Bnnk should not be furth·~r increased beyond the present 
$:3,.500,000,000 already authorized until the Bretton Woods agree
nwnts have gone into effect. 

The committee suggt>sts that since the advuntagt>s afforded by 
United Stntes loans aJ.d othrr s<•ttlemrnts are our best bargaining asset 
in st>curiJJg political and Pconomic conct>ssio11s in the intl•rest of world 
stability, thl~re should be a total intr•grution of economic policy to this 
end. And particularly it is concerned to sec that the rights of property 
of LTnitrd Stntt>s firrrR are adequately protrctrd. The export of our 
best meanR of spreading American ideas as well as distributing Ameri
can goods in nations dPsiring and in need of them, namt>ly, the books, 
mngnr.inPs, papers, and movies of this country, should be freely pro
n~oted. Furtht>rmore, the free access of our press to all sources of 
inforn'a tion is clearly rnllt>d for if rral underRtanding is to be developed. 

2. American policies in dealing u·ith state trading monopolies.-While 
the committre recognizes the necessity of dealing through Amtorg, 
the Russian state trading monopoly, it feels that direct contacts 
bt>tWPPn American business firms and Russian industries should be 
eRtablisht>d where possible. It does not fpel that completely controlled 
state trading for countt;es under Rus~ian occupation in eastern 
Europe is a nt>crssity. The protection of American property rights in 
tlH'Sl' countries and a demand for establishing freer channels of 
individual trnde should be ohjectives of American policy. This 
rensoning applit>s enn more strongly to our dealings with the coun
tri!•s of wr•stern Europe. 

3. Settlrment of lend-leage -The committre specifically urges upon 
the Dt>pnrtmrnt of Stnte the fulfillment of the statutOIJ. intent of the 
Lrnd-Lt>asP Act and of the agreement~ concluded under 1t: 

(a) For freeing the channels of world trade in the postwar settle-
mrnts hdore any writin~ off of lend-lease; . 

(b) For the return of materials and property not expended m 
carrying out the war; 

(c') The rt>payment by settlements in rig~1t~ to control of ~aw ma
tPrials, basi's, aviation rights, sites and bmldmgs for embassres, and 
other tangible and intangible assets for some part of the lend-lease 
aid. aiTorded by this country. 

4. [nfernali;mal financial stability.-The co~mittee s.uggests that 
the problem of bnlancing American exports by unports will for several 

H. Rept. 1205, 79-1--3 
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years after the war require a careful reexamination of the willingness 
to accept gold in unlimited amounts from such systems as Russi01 on 
a purely bilateral basis. The absence of available imports from the 
rest of the world should not, in the judgment of the committee, lead 
to the repetition of the experience of the twenties and thirties when 
the United States accumulated much of the world's gold supplies, ac
quiring overbalanced holdings of this metal. If Russia's ability to 
produce gold is capable of large expansion, the question is raised as 
to what percentage of this gold should be taken into the United States 
in payment for future loans. 

The committee suggests a thorough examination of the possibili
ties of accepting other minerals, capable of being cheaply and indefi
nitely stored, from the surplus of world production over and above 
the needs of commercial imports. Protection of domestic mining in
terests and sterilization of stocks would be needed. This method of 
repayment of American loans could afford valuable assistance to the 
nations which have large mineral resources and would build up our 
own depleted reserves or stock piles of those minerals which we do not 
ourselves produce. · 

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC FOREIGN POLICY 

Finally, the committee recommends that there should be a complete 
reorganization of American economic foreign policy under the capable 
leadership of the Department of State. It feels that adequate means 
for implementing and promoting this foreign policy could be achieved 
by the cr~ation of an Under Secretary of State for Foreign Economic 
Policy. It approves the allocation of policy formulation for the dis
posal of surplus property to the Department of State and urges that 
the economic information services and much of the present work of the 
Foreign Economic Administration, as well as the Export-Import Bank, 
should be brought under the same administrativfl organization. 

The committee calls the attention of Congress, as well as the 
Administration, to the need for expanding the size of the foreign 
service and improving the attractiveness of careers in the foreign 
service, particularly in its economic and information branches. It 
feels that the allowances and opportunities for promotion in this 
service should be made commensurate with the scale afforded by the 
best foreign services of other nations and with the tremendous stake 
that America will have in the adequacy of the foreign service to pro
mote and safeguard national interests abroad. 

International Economic Conference.-The committee, as its final. 
recommendation on economic policy dealing with ·the increase of 
world trade, wishes to repeat the recommendation contained in the 
sixth report: 

In view of the importance of reducing the barriers to international trade 
throughout the world, the committee recommends that an international confer
ence be called as soon as practicable to consider reduction or elimination of trade 
restrict.ions. The conference should consider not only reduction of tariffs, but 
also such trade controls as import quotas, export subsidies, exchange controls 
and other forms of state interference with the movement of goods between coun
tries. It is not to be expected, of course,' that all of the complex problems con
nected with a general reduction of trade barriers can be solved in a single inter
national convention. The aim of the conference should be simply agreement 
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upo~ a gene~al J?Olicy of reduced barriers. At t·he same time, a permanent eco
D?mw orgamz.atwn should be .s?t up to dea~ ":1th the specific problems of indi
Vidual countnes and commod1t1es. The prmCJpal advantage of this method of 
reducing trade barriers is the ~peed w!th which a general world policy can be 
established. By means of an mternatwnal conference, the broad outlines of a 
plan to reduce trade barriers can be determined shortly after the war has ended. 
There are compelling reasons why this should be done.• 

The committee welcomes the efforts of the American ne(l'otiators 
currently reported in the press to set up an international trade or(l'an
ization on a permanent basis to work out standards for the protection 
of world trade. It feels that the initiation of international conventions 
and treaties for the removal of trade barriers and the protection of 
foreign-trade interests can be greatly advanced by a permanent 
organization of an international character and appropriate repre
sentation from the interests concerned in every government. Every 
effort of the American Government should be directed toward en· 
couraging participation in the international trade organization. 

The chairman has been authorized to introduce a joint resolution to 
carry out this recommendation, calling upon the Department of State 
to take the initiative in convoking an international conference to 
this end. 

The conclusions which emerge from these recommedations may be 
stated as follows: 

1. Immediate relief is necessary to prevent the deterioration of 
Europe into anarchy, disease, and economic stagnation. This should 
be granted subject to the definite safeguards outlined above to protect 
both the interests of the peoples of Europe themselves and the interests 
of the United States. It should not be continued beyond such time as 
production can be resumed so that nations may help themselves and 
pay for their imports. 

2. The resumption of production in all the liberated countries and, 
to a considerable extent, in the occupied regions, depends upon the 
immediate procurement of raw materials, transportation equipment, 
food and fuel for which productive short-term loans offer a better 
way' to recovery than continued relief. . The soone~ these e~onomies 
can be aided to recovery, the sounder will be American foreign trade 
anu the less will be the need for relief. 

3. Longer-term loans for general reconstructio~ and recovery of the 
total economies will also be needed. The committee feels that coun
tries should show good faith in their acceptance of the Bretton \Vo?ds 
a[ITeements which afford an international source of large-scale cap1tal 
f~r these p~rposes, and that loans granted to them should be subject 
to the conditions outlined above. 

The committee wishes to stress the basic economic fact that tr';llY 
productive loans are themselves a major contribution to our prospenty 
and to the stabilization of the world economy. 

I H. Rept. 641, pp. 37-38. 



E,CONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION IN EUROPE 

I. SHORT-RUN PROBLEMs CoMMON To EuROPEAN REcONSTRUCTION . . 
A. TRANSPORTATION 

Basic to every problem in Europe, in the opinion of the committee, · 
is the transportation problem. Even where adequate supplies of food 
are available in farming areas, the lack of transportation left cities on 
an insufficient ration and prevented the proper distribution of food 
and the other essentials of life. Coal production, while not enough 
to meet even the lowest requirements set by the military authorities 
i.n the Ruhr and Saar regions of Germany, is continually pressing on 
transportation facilities. In the opinion of most of the experts witli. 
whom the committee talked, coal production could be pushed ahead 
of the possibility of transportation in the very near future. 

As far as could be learned, an even worse transportation problem 
exists in the zones occupied by Russia and the countries of eastern 
Europe and indeed Russia itself. The destruction of bridges and 
railway crossings in all zones of military operations requires a slow 
process of rebuilding. The same destruction has blocked waterways. 
The Rhine was not to be cleared on the schedule expected before the 
middle of October in the stretch from the Ruhr to Basel, with the 
probability that very little traffic could be handled in the months 
before winter closed in. All the feeder canals and waterways were 
in more serious condition and little effort was being made to open 
them up. Much of the river transport had been sunk or incapacitated. 

The highways are in the main m good shape ·except for the cross
ings, over streams and similar obstacles. On the other hand, the motor 
transport of most countries had been almost completely worn out 
by the war where it had not been taken off by the occupying armies, or 
destroyed. The absence of suitable trucking and the complete lack 
of intercity communication for passengers through busses and inter
urban rail lines make normal movement for the civilian population 
almost impossible. .. 

The remedies for the transportation system are not limited to 
internal transportation. Shipping is still controlled under the Allied 
pool, but a number of ships formerly under the Axis flag have not been · 
put back into operation .. It was the general complaint of all countries 
who still possess some shipping that they are not getting their share 
from the Allied shipping pool and could not make arrangements for 
the purchase of ships from other countriei3. Shipbuilding by countries 
like Britain and Sweden is being pushed. In the meantime, however, 
the committee counted 80 ships in Hamburg harbor previously under 
German control, nearly all of which appeared to be seaworthy, tied up 
either for lack of crews or fuel or because no allocation had been made. 

One of the most severe shortages was in coastal shipping. The 
committee was informed that in the Mediterranean Allied opera
tions had stripped most of the coastal shipping in that area for use in 

16 . 
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the Pacific. This left Greece and Italy severely undertonnaged for a 
type of transportation that. handled the bulk movements of some of 
the. most important co~odi~ies through the numerous small ports 
whiCh were norm~l 41stnbutwn points. The Baltic is also very 
short of coastal shippmg, partly due to the immobilization and the 
disabling of shipping which had been under German control. 

The committee's recommendations for tl'ansportation may be sum-
marized as follows: . 

1. .Rail transportatwn.-It is essential that not only in Germany 
but ll_l El}l'ope as ~ whole the;e should be a central transportation 
coordmatmg authonty set up wtth full support from all of the countries 
including the occupying countries concerned. This is necessary to 
secure the return of cars passing from one zone to another and to keep 
an adequate account of the needs for railway equipment. New equip
ment must also be allocated to the best advantages of the transporta
tion system that had been closely integrated prior to the war and 
upon which economic recovery in large measure depends. Efforts 
to get coal from Poland required countries like Sweden and Italy not 
only to send shipping but to send railway cars. 

Unless Europe is to be divided into zones, the accountability for 
railway rolling stock and locomotives sent from zone to zone requires 
some central control. 

The committee feels that the constitution of the European Central 
Inland Transport Organization, signed on September 27 by 12 mem· 
ber governments, must have full support by all the governments con
cerned, including the Allied Control Council. Return by the Allied 
Control Council in Germany and Austria of identifiable equipment to 
the owning governments is essential in all transportation equipment. 
The success of the Inland Transport Organi:lation is on a par as a 
first necessity to all European recovery with the functioning of the 
European Coal Organization. 

It is further necessary in the judgment of the committee to have 
new production of railway equipment, particularly of t~e United 
States and Great Britain, allocated to meet the most pressmg needs. 
Those countries which have been first in getting their requirements 
before the combined boards have in general mortgaged the produc
tive facilities for a period so far ahead that i~ is di~cult to s~e where 
new equipment could come from for ?ountms whiCh have m m_any 
cases equ11.lly great needs.1 •• ~t is parttcu~arlJ: necessary to take ~nto 
account the productive facil1t1es of countnes hke France and Belgmm 
which with some assistance would be able to make a great part of 
their own rolling stock and locomotives as well as. other rap~ay 
equipment. In the absence of a~ adequate a~oca.tiOn of ex1su1I1g 
railway rolling stock and new equp1ment, countnes hke Luxembo~rg 
are left st11.gnating, with industries t~at .are ~ully ~apable of bem,g 
resumed, due to the lack of coal wh1ch 1s mmed m Luxembourg s 
own mines within the Ruhr but cannot be brought to the nearby 
industrial areas. . . 

The Italian situation seems to call for fewer locomotives and rollmg 
stock than is the case in France, Belgium, and probably the eastern 

1 'rhr samP unwil!in~mess of European countries to accept available rather than sp.ectsl!zed types of equip. 
ment delay!'d thr pladn~ of ordN'S on American CllfWl!Y at 8 tlnde when ~~~;~roh:~:~:~~~ 
ur••n these govemm!·nts the n!'CCSSity of placm~ firm ordrrs lu 8 vii.IICe. ...,ure 
orde111 ball ~:~ow r~ulted In overstralD.ing the facllltl~ at tbl.! time. 
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liberated areas. Nevertheless, a small investment in electric loco
motives or perhaps Diesels for temporary use, some of which might 
come from military surpluses, would permit Italian production to 
keep pace with the import of raw materials as shipping becomes 
available. . · . . . 

In general, it might be said that France had recovered less than 
50 percent of her normal rail traffic, Belgium about the same figure, 
Italy about 50 to 60 percent in capacity, and Germany probably not 
more than 30 to 40 percent in the wes-tern zones and a much smaller 
figure for Germany as an economic whole. The military drain on 
the use of this equipment for redeployment of troops and for the 
servicing and provisioning of occupying armies and relief was very 
heavy but showed prospects of decreasing as the occupying armies 
were diminished. In this respect a substantial relief might be ex
pected before the winter sets in. There is great need for the ,produc
tion of special types of railway cars, particularly coal cars, tank cars, 
and passenger equipment. Passenger transportation in nearly all 
parts of Europe is operating on a 10 to 15 percent basis of normal and 
sometimes not that. 

2: Waterway transportation,..,.-In most of the countries of central and · 
northern Europe, waterways normally constitute an unprecedentedly 
large volume and percent of the bulk traffic moved. A figure between 
25 and 30 percent of total volume of traffic moved would not be an 
exaggeration for France, Germany, and Belgium and a larger figure 
for Holland. 

While great progress had been made in bridging streams, it ha~ 
proved impossible to afford the time to make bridges through which 
barge traffic could in all cases pass, and substantial stretches of water
ways are blocked for this reason. The committee feels that fu11 
Russian support for freedom of passage through all the waterways 
linking the Rhine Basin and the Danubian Basin as well as the other 
connections between the Russian and western zones is necessary to 
the economic reconstruction of Europe. The United States proposals 
for the adoption of broad principles relating to navi~ation on the 
Rhine and Danube, as well as other rivers of internatiOnal concern, 
did not meet with success either at Potsdam or the London meeting 
of the Council of Foreign Ministers. However, steps have recently 
been taken looking to the reestablishment of the Central Commission 
of the Rhine, with United States participation .. The committee urges 
upon the Department of State and the occupation authorities con
tinued efforts to accomplish the opening up of waterways from all 
administrative barriers that increase the natural difficulties encoun
tered through the widespread destruction and loss of equipment. 

The committee was told that every effort was being put into 
clearing the Rhine and other central waterways serving this entire 
region. The withdrawal of engineering troops. to the Pacific has, 
however, left the Army inadequately provided with specialists to 
supervise the work. It would seem that a first requirement for the 
use of German prisoners of war who could in most cases be returned 
from England or the United States would be for transportation and 
the production of coal. In the occupying armies it seemed clear w 
the committee that engineering specialists would be of very great 
·value and were desperately needed. 
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3. Hiqhway8.-The. road systems of Europe had suffered far less 
destructiOn comparatively than any other methods of transportation, 
S? far as the roads themselves were concerned. The magnificent 
highways of Germany offered an opportunity for making up through 
heavy truc~s some of th~ deficiencies ~eft by rail .and waterway 
transp?rtat10n. In the mam the same thing was true m the liberated 
countnes. 

'\11ile fulfy re~o~nizing the need of the occupying authorities in 
Germany for retammg an adequate movement of vehicles to take care 
not only of the~· .o:vn needs b~t of the respon_sibilities imposed by the 
needs of the CIVilian populatiOn, the committee felt that declaring 
surplus of trucks and the repair of trucks were proceeding far too 
slowly to meet the grave crisis of transportation in Europe. It is 
rccognize.d that the withdrawal of Army specialists for maintenance 
and repa1r work on the point system has complicated the difficulties 
of the military authorities. The committee suggests, however that 
the disposal of trucks should proceed on the basis .of sales of ~quip
mcnt even in bad order, putting the burden on the purchasers to 
supply the necessary maintenance and repair and making available 
such spare parts from Army surplus as would facilitate this disposal. 

The truck stores in England, if all disposed of through the British 
Govemment, would in many casE-s not serve the most pressing trans
portation needs. The saml.' observation may be made to some of the 
truck parks in France. If the State Department is to undertake 
setting of policy for disposal of trucks and motor vehicles along with 
other foreign surplus, it is the committee's strong recommendation 
that a special truck and motor-vehicle disposal division be set up to 
pool and get moving the Army surpluses into the areas most in need. 

The committee recognizes that a disposition on the part of the 
governments concerned wi~h the purchase of this equipment to insist 
upon the precise types and to refuse to accept badly used vehicles 
complicates the picture and in many cases has delayed disposal. It 
is felt that the disposal of a considerable amount of these trucks 
through UNRRA allocation would make a more immediate and useful 
contribution to the recovery of Europe than almost any method of 
American relief. 

4. Shipping.-The continuance of the allied shipping pool unti~ the 
most pressing needs for the redeployment of troops and. the ma1!lte~ 
nance of essential relief supplies have been taken care of IS recogruzed 
as necessary. On the other hand the committee is .convinced. that the 
shipping costs connected with relief ~re disproportwnatcl.Y h1gh. By 
no means isolated instances can be cited, such as the delivery of coal 
to Italy where the cost of a ton ?f coal on the eastern .seaboard. of the 
United States is $8 and the delivered cost to an Italian port .1s $24. 
An increase of almost 100 perc~nt in co~~ for other bulk .suppl~e.s was 
not unusual in the fi~ures exanuned. "1th. the decrease m war msur
ance and in other shipping costs the conumttee was unahle to under
stam\ the nature of these rates.' Surplus Liberty ships could be put 
at the disoosal of some of these countries in accordance with an 
act of Congress. It feels th~t th.e acquisition of .t~~nag:e of ocean 
shippinO' by maritime countncs will afford the .flexibihty m the pro· 
curemr~t of raw materials and reduce the JIDport cost to these 
countries in a way necessary to speed up their recovery and to remove 
the continuing need for relief. 
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The committee recognizes a reluctance on the part of soine of the 
countries to take Liberty ships, parallel to tLercluctunceto take trucks, 
on the grounds of the unsuitability of certain types for long-range 
economic operation. Shipping experts consulted. in the Scandinavian 
countries, in Italy and in Greece, however, are prepared to back the 
acquisition of Liberty ships. The committee feels that strong pressure 
should be brought to bear to get the disposal of these ships on reason
able terms as an immediate aid to world recovery. Transportation at 
the present time must be measured in terms of its importance to getting 
under way the whole economic life of countries rather than the shipping 
profits over a long period of operation to particular companies. Sale 
to governments for operation, if necessary, under their own temporary 
subsidies, should be an alternate American policy. 

It suggests that large :!).Umbers of surplus smaller craft no longer 
needed for Pacific operations should be returned to the most badly 
hit European areas for coastal shipping. Countries like Greece, 
which has been very largely dependent for bulk movement of cargoes . 
on ships rather than railroads, can be aided by this device more-than 
in. any other way. The same recommendations as to method of 
surplus commoaity disposal may be made. 

It is suggested that the payment of reparations from Germany 
should take into account the need ·for some shipping under German 
control just as is the case in railway equipment. While it is necessary 
to see that Germany" is not completely stripped of the means of trans
portation, it is also possible, in the opinion of the committee, to allo
cate some German shipping by way of reparations to Norway and 
Denmark and perhaps to Greece. 

The committee feels that, as a matter of public relations, it is impor· 
taut to have the peoples of the countries concerned understand that 
mapy of the difficulties of getting American surpluses moved arise from 
the attitude of the special interests in their own countries. .It is under
standable enough that shipping_ operators and transportation systems 
should wish to get the best possible equipment. - At a time, howeverl 
when shipping costs are so high and when, in instances like that ot 
Greece, passengers pay $600 to $700 to get from one part of the country 
to another, the refusal to accept military surpluses of perfectly serv
iceable vehicles is in the judgment of 'the committee a grave dis
service to the peoples of Europe by their own representatives. The 
committee underlines once more the suggestion that loans to these 
countries should be made contingent on acceptance of American 
surplus at suitable prices. It feels that this is a most immediate and 
real aid that can be given to European recovery throughout the trans-
portatioll field. This should put a stop to the haggling policy which is 
delaying, more than any other single factor, the proper distribution of 
vitally needed equipment. . · 

B. COMMUNICATIONS, FREEDOM OF TRAVEL AND MOVEMENT OF PERSONS 

The destruction of civilian communications of every tyPe imposes 
a severe handicap on the resumption of business actiVIties. The . 
committee would recommend that the military installations which 
have in large measure replaced civilian systems in considerable areas 
of Europe should be, insofar as is compatible with security and the 
maintenance of official secrets, left intact to supplement civilian com
munications systems. This. is particularly necessary in terms of 
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telephonic communications. Again their disposal as surplus should 
be earmarked as part of loans. 

Similar ~c.ulties a_rise in the ~ovem~nt of persons. Passenger 
' travel by ra1l W1ll remam for some t1me so madequate that it must of 
nec~ssity be supplemented ~y bus a_nd p~ane travel. Surplus Army 
veh1e~es can be of great ass~stance m this matter. The disposal of 
~erlC~n .tran~port planes m return for concessions in the way of 
cml aVIatwn r1ghts and as part of earmarked loans is recommended 
b.Y. t.he c~ffi?Utt~e. Some of the existing ~quipment being used by 
cn'1han aiTlines lS 15 to 20 years old and 1s certainly less adequate 
than even converted Army bombers to sa.y nothing of the large num
bers of C-47's and other transport planes that could be made available 
as surplus. The comlnittee specifically suggests that no such surplus 
should be made available to a country until full freedom for the entry 
of American and other foreign planes and for the exchange of civilian 
aviation rights has been agreed to. 

The failure to achieve support from Britain of the American position 
on the right of air lines to carry traffic from one country to another 
along the route (with a pick-up of feeder traffic) seems to be a serious 
handicap to the expansion of American civil aviation. It would like
wise restrict the possibility of genuinely international air lines operated 
by other countries. Britain is asking for a number of important 
concessions from the United States in connection with lend-lease 
settlements, loans, etc. In view of this it does not seem reasonable 
to the committee for Britain to impose an economic barrier which 
would make very difficult the operation of American services through 
Europe and the Middle East on a sound econolnic basis. The 
announcement of British policy to take over all civil aviation on a 
nationalized basis is a matter of purely British concern. The United 
States, however, should not be forced into nationalization or excessive 
subsidy of its foreign air lines for lack of reciprocal rights which we 
are willing to afford British air lines as well as to all others. Russia's 
lack of interest, so far, in entering into an exchange of civil aviation 
rights also presents a serious barrier to the real internationalization of 
air traffic and freedom of movement. The Russian barrier to passage 
of planes over Russia will exclude another large sector of the world's 
future air lines from general linkage into international systems. . 

The committee feels that the Department of State should contmue 
to make this a primary objective of American policy and insist upon 
civil aviation rights for American air lines in return for the concesswns 
which we are affording other nationR. 

The committee attaches especial importance to the n:tove~cn.t _of 
businessmen and journalists. At the present time officml ~nontws 
are needed on nearly all air lines, and important transactiOns are 
precluded by the absence of transportation. G~ttin~ passports fr?m 
our own Government is often as difficult as gettmg v1sas from foreign 
governments; delays of months are experienced. . 

Included in tlus freedom of movement must go. grea~er p~ogres~ m 
the removal of administrative barriers, censorship, y1sa d1fficultws, 
and other impediments to travel. Fail~res to grant VJsas. to th~ m?s~ 
essential travelers bold up many operatwns. The c~mm1ttee ".as JID. 
pressed by the necessity for reinstituting a syst~~ l~ke th~~ pamfully 
worked out after the last war for grantmg so·calle<1 N ansen passports 
through the League of Nations for displaced and stateless persons 

H. Rept. 1205, 79-1---4 
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or p~litical refugees. No provisions appear to exist at the present 
time for giving passports to any Germans either for travel from 
occupied zone. to occupied zone or outside of Germany for any reasons 
whatever. It will be necessary to afford ex-enemy nationals some ' 
restricted movement if business is to be resumed between Germany 
~nd o~her states. Grave hardship attaches to th~ condition of many 
mnocent people, and even opponents. of the prev10us enemy regime, 
unless means can be found to grant passports and visas for their .. 
movement within Germany and abroad. , 

C. FUEL AND RAW MATERIALS 

Next to the transportation and . communications difficulties · of 
Europe and perhaps on a par in importance is the shortage of coal and 
other fuels for the resum,Ption of industrial production. France, for 
example, always had to unport at least one-third of its requirements 
and was in very large measure dependent upon coal from the Ruhr 
and the Saar areas. Belgium and Holland require special coal from 
the R~hr are~s a~d Luxembt!r~ is dependent upon the Ruhr for its 
whole mdustnallife. In add1t10n to these sources, the large centers 
of coal production of Europe were in former German Silesia, now · 
Polish territo!Y, and in Czechoslovakia. In spite of the machinery 
afforded by th1s country under lend-lease to improve British produc
tion, coal production in England is still far short of the needs for in
dustry and heating plus the necessary bunker exports of coal. The 
coal problem presents not only the difficulties of securing adequate 
transportation but of getting miners and skilled opera.tors as W!Jll as ) 
management. The determination to afford special rations, sometimes 
two or three times the normal ration, to coal miners requires supple
menting by furnishing clothing, shoes, and consumer goods for which 
the miners were willing to work.. The removal of Polish and Russian 
coal miners from the liberated areas of France and Belgium has fur
ther complicated the picture. · . · 

While fully recognizing the basic need of French fudustry and that 
of other liberated countries for coal, the committee doubts the wis
dom ofa directive to ship 25 million tons of coal from Gennany by 
April 1946,· until the German production has been increased to an 
amount that will keep the industry and essential transportation of 
Germany operating on a minimum basis. It· suggests that the ful- · 
fillment of the directive for shipment of this total amount of coal to 
France and other liberated areas from . Gennany should be made 
contingent upon (a) increased production in these countries them
selves, and (b) upon the maintenance of a working minimum to pre
vent complete stagnation of Gel'Ihan transportation and industry. 
It feels that in spite of all efforts made by the occupyin~ authorities 
so far insufficient importance is still attached to increasmg the pro
duction of coal in the Ruhr and the Saar by every possible means, 
since upon that production depends the resumption of all production, 
the fighting off of inflation, and the need for continued relief. 

In this respect the committee feels that stronger pressure should 
be brought .upon Poland and Czechoslovakia to enter into the Euro
pean Coal Organization. and that guaranteed amounts of coal for 
export to western Europe from these countries should be made a con
dition of furnishing of railway and other transportation equipment. 
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The co~ittee feels that th~ allocation of 8 million tons of coal 
from the Umted States to the liberate4 countries of Europe through 
1945 re.Presents a sound use ~four natwnal resources. It recognizes 
the senous depletiOns made m coal stocks in the United States by 
the strike but fe~ls that a contin.ued delivery of coal to Europe should 
be made at an mcreased rate m 1946 when American stocks have 
been built up to safe minimum levels for the reduced operations of 
industry from the wartime levels. 

The same .reason attaches to imports of raw materials of every 
character which are desperately needed by the liberated countries of 
Europe for resuming their production. One hundred thousand tons 
of cotton for Ita!~ in the next year from our own excessively high 
stocks would permit the widespread resumption of textile industry in 
that country if accompanied by sufficient fuel. Pulp, lumber, and 
many minerals not produced in adequate amounts within the coun
tries themselves come into the same category. Definite understand
ings about the use of loans from the Export-Import Bank to facilitate 
these imports, where they cannot be financed by the countries in 
question, would make a major contribution to European recovery. 

The committee was informed that Norway and Denmark, as well 
as some other liberated countries, were unable to pay for coal, par
ticularly because of the high freight rates for delivery through the 
only Atlantic port capable of taking more tonnage (Hampton Roads). 
The importance of coal to these countries would indicate the necessity 
of absorbing this high freight rate to get through the period of stag
nation in the immediate months ahead. 

D. RELIEF ORGANIZATION AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD1 FUEL, 
CLOTHING, ETC. 

The paying countries of Europe do not.depend upon .U.~RRA for 
their imports of food, fuel, and raw mat.enals. or other CIV~Ian neces
sities. They do however, have to be ass1sted m the allocatiOn of these 
raw materials a~d commodities in a period of very tight supply. The 
committee expresses some fears that the passing of the combined 
boards and SHAEF before the full setting up of an international 
machinery of allocation for short supplies will impose severe burdens 
particularly on the paying countries of Europe such as Fr~nce, Be~
gium, Holland, Luxembourg, and the Scandmavian co~ntnes. It IS 
of the opinion that the State Department must make this a mat~~r of 
first importance in seeing that sources of supply are made available 
both in this and other countries with export surpluses. 

The organization of relief and the building up of self-sufficient. pro
grams for agriculture require,. in t~e judgmef!.t of the commrttee, 
careful scrutiny as to their contmuatwn and the1r effect upon a soun~ 
diversity of agricultural production throughout the world .. The agn· 
culture of Germany, for example, ought not to be perl?lltted. to be 
resumed on a basis that would work toward self-sufficiency m the 
production of sugar and other uneconomic crops ~·here the land c~uld 
be more usefully devoted to other types of agncult~ral product.fln. 
The committee feels that the Department of Agncultw:e should 
concern itself in collaboration with the Department of State m render· 
ing American assistance to liberated countries. in such a ''dY ~s no~ 
to encourage once more the building up of high-cost pro uctwn ° 
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foodstuffs along the lines that the world had reached before and during 
the war. Production of such bulk cereal crops as wheat and the 
continuation of high-cost beet-sugar production in Europe raise 
serious questions about future surpluses which will affect the American 
farmer as well as all other natural exporting countries. 

While the immediate use of relief can serve to prevent uneconomic 
developments of this character, every effort should be devoted toward , 
putting the countries on a productive basis for the exchange of more 
economically produced products and commodities, for the natural 
food surpluses of other regions better endowed for agriculture of 
certain types. An example brought to the attention of the com
mittee was the present necessity, partly due to shipping and trans
portation difficulties,. of retaining high-priced olive oil for the feeding 
of the people of Italy where the normal process was to export this oil 
and import low-priced substitutes for the Italian diet. 

It seems clear to the committee that the sooner nornial production 
can be achieved, the sooner American farmers may be able to sell 
food rather than give it away through our Government. · · 

The relief problem of Europe is a matter of the gravest importance 
to the United States because of the economic burden on the American 
system which it imposes and will continue to impose until Europe 
begins to be able to help itself. At the p:r;esent. time there are two 
general methods of affording relief. 

1. UNRRA.-UNRRA is furnishing relief and rehabilitation assist
ance in Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. It. 
has recently been authorized to extend assistance to Austria, Wbite 
Russia, and the Ukraine and to undertake a full program of assistance 
in Italy. Those countries which, having the necessary foreign ex
change, buy their own relief supplies include France, Belgium, Hol
land, Denmark, Norway, and Luxembourg. There can be no ques
tion about the need for relief in many of these countries. The popu
lations face one of the most trying winters yet undergone, with food 
rations that in the cities still averaged, on the official ration basis, 
1,300 to 1,800 calories. Wbile it is true that the black market and 
the procurement of unrationed foods somewhat supplements this 
figure in Holland and Italy, and in some parts of France, the diet is 
barely at a subsistence level and is seriously deficient in fats, calcium, 
and some proteins. 

Furthermore, the people are inadequately housed, inadequately 
clothed, and without sufficient fuel to face a rigorous winter. 

The situation appears to be improving with some rapidity in France, 
is slowly improving in Italy, and promises to be bearable in Holland 
before winter sets in. Upon the race in Greece to get food into the 
mountain districts before winter closes in will possibly depend survival 
itself for many small communities. 

The organization and operation of UNRRA, in the opinion of the 
committee, leave much to be desired from the point of view not only 
of American interests but of an efficient job of relief free from political 
influences. · 

American interests in this matter are twofold: 
(a) The United States contributes or finances nearly 80 percent of 

UNRRA supplies in terms of actual deliveries. Five hundred and 
fifty million dollars of its original contribution of $1,300,000,000 (1 
percent of the national income) remain to be appropriated by Con-
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gress to fulfill existing obligations. Probably an additional $1 300. 
000,000 .f~r another year of operation will be requested. The;e a;e 
not neg-hg1ble sums. 

· (b) ~l.1e other American interest involved is the use of UNRRA aid 
for poht1cal purposes or for maintaining the presti(l'e of states who 
do not foot the bill. 

0 

On point (a) the committee strongly recommends that as lar(l'e a. 
part a~ possible of the American contribution to lJXRRA should be 
made. m the form of sur~lus property, including the return of lend
lease Items not e::\:pended ill the war, in accordance with the lend-lease 
agreements. 

It calls attention to the fact that many nations have not fulfilled 
!hri~ 'C~RRA contributions ~nd that others have resorted to payment 
m kmd m less useful matenals than the proposed use of American 
surpluses. Medical supplies, trucks, surplus fooJ stocks in addition 
to the items of clothing and shoes, are among the most urgent needs of 
the populations of Europe. 

The committee would not favor continuing beyond the new crop 
year the contribution of the United States at the existing level to 
lJ'XRRA. It feels that the need for relief could be much better met 
by productive loans which would enable the countries concerned to 
begin to manufacture and to exchange the goods needed to support 
their own populations. It is convinced that procurement of a rel
atively limited amount of raw materials, including coal, cotton, 
and some special products, by Italy, for example, would go much 
further toward supplying the Italian population not only with the 
necessary imports but w1th menns of payment by the lab01ers in 
Itnly for the goods they need. As long as the resumption of industry 
is held back in any of the liberated countries, the need for relief 
continues because there is no purchasing power placed in the hands 
of individuals and no means for satisfying the needs of these individ
uals with consumer goods. The spiral of inflation whieh this scarcity 
economy generates leads to the need for continued or even increased 
relief and creates truly a vicious circle. 

The second American interest named above, (b), that relief should 
not be used for political purposes or for increasing the prestige of 
states who do not foot the bills, raises the question as to whether the 
existing organizatiOn of UXRRA permits the protection of American 
intrrests. 

To afford large-scale relief to. the c~untries of e~stern _Europe under 
present Russian control makes tt poss1b~e for Russ1a t? Siphon o~ local 
supplies from these countries and thus mcrease the a1d to Russ1a as a 
nonpaying country. There can be ~o. ques~ion about the .need of 
Russia for increasing the standard of hvmg of 1ts o~vn populatiOn or of 
the serious impact of the war on the whole Russmn economy. The 
committee views the $250,000,000 of UXRRA aid. already granted. to 
the two Russian Soviet Republics of "nite Russia and the Ckrame 
without payment as a generous concession to the Russian demands 
for C~RRA aiel. In the future it feels that sters shoul~ ?e taken to 
check the need for aid by missions sent to exa~u~e co.nditlons ~n the 
spot. The committee is convinced that the d1stn~utwn of U~RRA 
aid to the countries of eastern Europe under Russlfin ~ontro~ should 
be supervised by CXRRA. itself to preve~t these supplies bemg used 
for political purposes. It 1s further convmceJ that there must be an 
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adequate guaranty that UNRRA supplies will not be used simply to 
permit an additional drain on these territories of livestock, foodstuffs, 
clothing, and other essential items, includin~ productive equipment, 
to Russia. Direct control of its own transportation by UNRRA is 
essential. 

2. Relief in occupied areas.-The second major method of relief for 
which America has undertaken an obligation is through the Army's 
program in occupied areas. After a 6-month period normally, the 
Army has given over relief in the liberated areas, including Italy, to 
the UNRRA authorities. In some cases it has been necessary to pro
long this beyond the original period. In occupied enemy areas, how
eve!~ notably Germany, the Army has full responsibility. The charter 
of uNRRA does not pe:r:mit it to operate in these areas, and the 
American Red Cross has so far been excluded from operating as a 
private a¥ency. The treatment of relief in occupied Germany is _ 

. discussed m the section on Germany as a special problem. 

E._ BANKING AND FINANCE: RELATION TO INFLATION AND THE NEED , 
FOR CONSUMER GOODS 

. The committee was struck by the difficulties imposed on liberated 
countries in restoring a sound system of banking and finance in .view 
of the complexity introduced by German fiat money and by the cloar
~g up of contractual relationships entered during the period of occu
pation. Steps taken by Belgium and France to reconstitute their 
currencies and reorganize their fiscal systems have left these count ties 
with large note circulations which would present great difficulties in 
stabilizing foreign exchange in line with the internal purchasing power 
of the countries concerned. I~ was recognized, however, that no final 
stabilization of ·exchanges could be expected until the productive 
capacit;y of the systems concerned could be brought back into reason-
ably full operation. · 

In the meantime, the requirements for foreign loans of .some of the 
countries concerned seemed, in the judgment of the committee, to leave 
out of account very large holdings of gold and in foreign assets par
ticularly that part owned by nationals. Private holdings of foreign 
securities abroad appeared to escape control in some of the countries 
concerned, particularly in those which have been under German occu-
pation, such as France, Italy, and Greece. . 

The fiscal systems of Denmark and N orway,like the other liberated 
countries, were burdened with heavy deficits incurred in supplying 
goods to Germany which had been/aid for in the main in worthless 
occupation currencies. Greece ha followed the drastic remedy of 
completely retiring this currency which had served only to take from · 
Greece for German use all the available resources that could be moved, 
perhaps in a more serious degree than in any other occupied country. 
The problem of setting up sound banking institutions under these con
ditions.is recognized as presenting grave difficulties. The essential, 
however, is to resume production of consumer goods and goods for 
export. · 

Under these conditions the committee· feel~ that productive loans 
could be justified to break bottlenecks through the financing of raw· 
material purchases, transportation equipment, and fuel. . 
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The difficultif's of wor~ing out a banking system in Germany are 
even. ~rea~er. The rf'lati~ns betwee.n. banking in the Russian zone 
mumctpahzed by the Russian authont1es, and the banking systems of 
the wrstern ?.ones a~~eared .to the com~ittee to present problems that 
undf'r present conchtwns did not perm1t the economic unification of 
Grrmany on a single sound currf'ncy and banking basis. 

The stagnated production of Germany is the most srrious threat to 
all crrdit through the mounting danger of inflation and tlte consequent 
efff'cts upon all Gern1an economy. 

Italy and Greece are in a position almost as serious as Germany in 
this respect. Official salaries are below the barest necrssity of living 
and wage pressures on the inadequate supply of usable consumer good~ 
produce an uncontrollable tendency to inflation. The obvious 
remedy to prevent a continuation of this spiraling inflation lay, in the 
judgmrnt of the committee, in immediate solution to the transporta
tion, communications, and distribution problems treated above as a 
first necessity. Beyond that the organization of imports of raw ma
terials and the resumption of private trading appeared to be the only 
sound remediC's. Efforts to scale down government e:x-penditures had 
been drastically made in most of the countrirs concerned but with a 
natural lack of success as against the constantly mountin~ cost of 
living and the need for large-scale unemployment funds, pensiOns, and 
relirf. 

Productive loans to remedy this situation seemed to the committee 
preferable to inflationary chaos or continued relief or both. . 

II. SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

The special problems which affected all European recovery were 
geared around the four previously outlined in the summary: British 
foreign trade policy and its effects on world commerce; Russian 
economic policy and its impact on European recovery; German rec?V· 
ery to a. minimum standard of health and support of surroundmg 
economies; and the disposal of surplus property. 

A. THE FOREIGN TRADE POLICY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE AS IT AFFECTS 
WORLD COMMERCE 

The British Empire has suffered, as i~1dicated above, t?rough loss 
of a considerable part of its foreign holdmgs, through the Impatrme.nt 
of its productive system and relative obs?l~sce~ce of much of 1ts 
industry, and its shipping losses. I~s contnbutwn to world trade 
has been distinctlv decreased. Its mdebtedness ru~s t.o a fig~e 
approaching $13,o'oo,ooo,ooo to $14,000,000,000 while lt~ foreign 
assets have been reduced from about $16,000,000,000 at the1r prewar 
peak to around $8,000,000,000 or $9,000,000,000 as nearly as they can 
be valued todav. . . 

The British Empire represents the g~eatest tr~dmg sy~tem m the 
world in terms of exchange between natwns, partJculurly If th~ coun· 
tries which have tied their foreig~ exchange to t~1e poun~ sterlmg are 
considered as a part of .the Brttls~ systei?· Smc.e 193 .... the pound 
sterlin" has been the bas1s for clearmg t.he mternatwnal bala~ces of a 
large p"art of the world's trading system. This so-called sterhn~ area 
includes all the British Dominions (except Canada), Ireland, lnd1a, the 
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British colonies, and spheres of influence such as Egypt and Iraq and, 
in the past, Iran and a number of countries like Denmark and the 
Argentine, whose main trade relat!ons and chief markets have been 
British. · 

The Ottawa agreements, dating back to the conference in 1932, 
set up an internal preferential system for the British Empire which 
gave an advantage to British exporters in dominion and colonial 
markets in return for a preference to those parts of the Empire which 
shipped goods into the United Kingdom. In many cases the prefer· 
ences were extended to the other Dominions and colonies on a recip
rocal basis by the main Dominions concerned-Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, and South Africa-although they were never completely 
generalized. Countries outside the Empire were given secondary 
preference through a series of agreements that brought in those 
nations having the closest economic connections with the British 
market. This movement toward a preferential system occurred at a 
time when the United States was attempting to reduce tariffs and 
trade barriers through the reciprocal trade-agreements program, 
The American policy attempted to generalize the conditions of 
foreign international trade by the retention of the so-called most
favored-nation clause which granted the privileges negotiated in one 

· agreement to all other countries having most-favored-nation treaties 
with the United States for the same commodities. 

The postwar organization of the sterling area and all its preferential 
agreements are being strengthened in its prewar trends by two factors: 

(a) The wartime controls which were aimed at conserving dollars 
set up as a condition of import licenses in all the countries that cleared 
their balances through London a first requirement to import from 
within the sterling area. Naturally, such a policy tends to strengthen 
trade bonds within the sterling area and to reduce trade with countries 
outside the area. 

(b) The second obstacle to freeing the channels of world trade is 
the enormous balance of blocked sterling, so-called, that is owed by 
Britain to countries from which she drew material support during the 
war. This blocked sterling runs into figures approximating $14,000,-
000,000, at present rates of excha~e, or about 3,500,000,000 pounds 
sterling. The figure is certain to mcrease until British exports can 
recover sufficiently to reverse the unfavorable balance. 

Although this is primarily a British concern in terms of responsi
bility, the facts and policies affect not Britain alone but all the major 
creditors of the United Kingdom. India, for example, holds some
thi~ over 1,000,000,000 pounds of blocked sterling, almost a third 
of the total sum owing. Canada and Austra.Iia, Egypt and Argen
tina also, hold very large amounts. The remainder is widely dis
tributed among the other members of the ·British commonwealth 
group of countries in the sterling bloc. Some countries, such as 
Norway and Greece, are owed large sums in the form of insurance for 
shipping losses incurred during the war. 

The objectives of American policy should be to assist the United 
Kingdom to return to a less restrictive system of trading as rapidly as 
possible. This, of course, wjll ,.require financioJ assistance from the 
United States in the transition period. A further discussion of this 
problem and the conditions to be attached to loans in general will be 
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made under the treatment of long-term problems. In relation to 
England, ho~·ever, the committe.e makes the following- observations: 

(q ~ scal11_1g down of the sterhng balnnces accumulated during the 
war IS m the mterest of both the United Kin(J"dom and the rest of the 
world. A la~ge part of these balances is att~ibutable to transactions 
very mu~h .hke lend-lease, and should accordingly be handled in a 
ma!mer s1milar to.le~d-lcas~ sctt~ements. Abnormal sterling balances 
whwh are not elnnmated m th1s manner should be converted into 
long-tcrr_n obligations which will not place an immediate strain upon 
the Bnt1sh balance of payments. These financial arran(l'ements will 
make a substantial contribution toward the establishm:nt of a free 
exehnn~e market for sterling. 

(2) That a prerequisite to the granting of large-scale loans to 
England should be the remoyal of discriminat~ry treatment of quotas, 
exchange controls, and tariff prefen•nces, mth an agreed schedule 
based on the volume of trade, and flexible time schedules for their 
removal. . The committee calls especial attention to the danger of 
pPrprtuatmg State purchasing quotas and to the use of exchange 
control as a gcncml over-all method of rationing imports with a conse
quent impairment of freedom of all private trade. 

(3) That as large as possible a portion of the loan to England should 
be devoted to the liquidation of lend-lease settlements for such goods 
as are to be retained by England or for consolidating deliveries made 
uncler section 3C of the Lend-Lease Act after the end of hostilities. 

(4) Similarly, as large a part of the loan as possible should be ear
marked specifically for the payment of British purchases of Army, 
Navy, and other surpluses required by England. This should in dude 
payment for permanent installations as well as the movable surpluses 
that will be of great aid to British reconstruction and to increasing the 
level of civilian goods. 

The large sterling balances in London are simply reflection of a 
large short-term debtor position of the United Kingdom. The 
restoration of world trade conditions requires that these short-term 
debts be converted into longer-term obligations (scaled down in 
amount wherever possible). Meanwhile, the nations. owning these 
blocked balances in many cases want to use the purchasmg power they 
represent to pay for needed imports. The United States can con
tribute to this operation by advancing long-term loans to _Great 
Britain, but we should not be expected to m~ke such advances Without 
assurance that the other necessary steps will be taken. 

B. PROBLEMS RAISED BY THE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF RUSSIA 

Russia, for several reasons, will play a critical part in the establi~h
ment of a stable world economic order. In the first place, the Russ1an 
system holds the key to a considerable part of t~e solution of the 
German reconstruction problem, as has .been previOusly noted. In 
addition, Russian influence in the. ~ountnes of e~stern E~1rop~ at the 
present time determines the possibility of economic operat.10ns m those 
zones by other powers and the character of the econom1c ~s well as 
the political svstems of a very large part of.Europ~.. In sptte of t.he 
heavv losses of the war, the Russian population w1t.un the new Sov1et 
boun.daries is something approaching 200,000,000 and constantly 
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increasing because of n high birth rate .. Direct control is presently 
exercised in Europe over another 100,000,000 people, R ssian power 
extends over the :resources of the Polish mining and industrial areas 
Czechoslovak mining and industrial areas, and the food and indust.ri;J 
areas of Hungary,. Austria, Yugoslavia, Rumania, and Bulgariat 
together with the Rumanian oil fields and the mineral resources of this 
en tire terri tory. · 

Without speaking of Russian influence on the border States of the 
entire European area, the Mediterranean and the Middle East, 
Russia's position on the continent of Asia will also become one of 
territorial dominance as Russian production and settlement shifts 
eastward beyond the Urals . 
. It is impossible to arrive at any accurate figures as to the existing 

levels of Russian production. Estimates vary largely and. there are 
no official statistics available. It is, nevertheless, certain that, with 
the occupied regions of Europe to draw upon, the potentialities of 
Russian production have been tremendously increased. Apparently 
technicians have been taken from Germany and other countries, 
along with machines, in order to rebuild Russian industry and ·to 
enlarge its scope. 

It is certain that the war proved the Russian production, even after 
the loss of the Don Basin and the whole of the Ukraine and consider
able parts of the Volga Basin and the Baltic, capable of unexpected 
industrial performance. The equipping of the Russian armies, though 
greatly aided by our own and British lend-lease assistance, was mainly 
achieved by Russian production itself. Factories like the Stalin 
Motor Works, which were turning out trucks in Moscow at the time 
of the visit of the committee, and the other factories which have been 
inspected by American technicians and production experts, show that 
mass production technique has been mastered in at least its elements. 
The production of food from collective farms was capable of support
ing a population deprived of most of its productive farm territories, 
with the addition of lend-lease assistance, at a level that made possible 
the continuation of the war for 3 years. · 

As has been emphasized in the summary ofprinciples above, there 
can be no question of Russia's heavy losses during the war. It is 
sheer guesswork how long it would take Russia, aided only by the 
stripping of European factories, to recover its former level of produc
tion through the rebuilding of the Dnieper dams and the industrial 
facilities that have been destroyed as far east as Stalingrad. The 
rapid rebuilding of Russia ·depends upon two factors: 
. (a) The cutting down of expenditures on armaments and the reduc

tiOn of the huge standing armies that Russia has heretofqre felt it 
necessary t!) keep. 

(b) rr:he availability of large~scale foreign loans to supplement direct 
reparatiOns. 

The only two fl.vailable sources for large-scale assistance to Russia 
are the British Empire and the United States, with the latter in the 
position of being able to give more immediate and large-scale assist
ance. Most of the other industrial countries of the world will be fully 
occupied with their own recovery for a period of several yeaxs. The 
capital goods which Russia badly needs and wants immediately for 
it~ own reconstruction can come only from the United States. 
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That there is a mutually complementary basis for an extensive 
trad~ between the U!1ited S~atcs and Russia cannot be doubted. 
Russtf!:D need~ for capttal eqlllp!Uent, construction equipment, trans
portatiOn eqUipment, and machme tools have been stated in t<'rms of 
several years' total pr~d~ction of the American system in some of tlwse 
cat~goncs. T.he rebuil~111g ?f the ~ev~statcd parts of Hussia and the 
equtpmcnt of 1ts fuctoncs will reqUire lffiports liltless the process is to 
be It very slow one . 

. The exp.orts of Russia to the United States,· which at:c mainly 
mmcrals, tunbC'r and wood products, and furs, would dPpC'tHl in thPir 
volume on dcvclopmNlt plans which, in turn are O'Carcd into the avail
ability of transportation equipment and vari~us p~·occs2ing and minin(l' 
machmery. The volume of Russian exports is in some measure

0 

therefore, conditioned by the rapidity of its recovery from the war and 
its industrial development as well as by the amounts of manpower that 
will be devoted under its plannin~ mechanism to export industries. 

During the period when Russia was ?ither unable or unwilling to 
borrow large sums abroad, its total exports were pushed around 
1930-31 to a volume stated to reach nearly 600,000,000 gold dollars. 
However, the commercial possibilities of accepting mineral raw 
mat!'rials, lumber, and furs from Russia for United States import 
would seem to be limited. The gold production of Russia may go a. 
long way toward making up this difference if the United States is 
willing to accept unlimited amounts of gold in return for its loans 
and the goods which tlwse loans mean to Russia. 

The experience with Russian trade organization and practices has 
seemed to show in the past that with the reaching of a Ct'rtain level of 
imports of capital goods, there is a steady decline of the need for im
ports. Russian imports dropped by 1938 to a figure not more than a 
half of the highest point in the previous 5-year plan. It seemed to be 
the policy to cut out the imports of consumers' goods, rt>lying on long
term dcvrlopmcnt of domestic Russian production. As far as could 
be learned, that is the nature of the next 5-year plan, which docs not 
contemplate larO'e-scale imports of consumer goods. Its details, 
however, have n;t been made public, and its preparation, we were told, 
is not completed. . 

Under normal economic conditions and in the absence of a pohcy 
to the contrary, it might be expected that ~s Russia's.income increases, 
her foreign trade would increase accordmgly. Th1s would be par
ticularly true if the increase in her output were of such a character. as 
to provide her with the means for repayment of loans through m-
crrnsed exports. . . 

To the committee it seems obvious that there IS a relatwn bctw~en 
the degree to which Russia cuts back its own armament. productwn 
and reconverts its plants to civilian needs and the magn~tude of the 
need for loans from the United States or from other foretgn sources. 
It seems to the committee doubtful policy for the United States to 
afford loans which will in effect permit l{ussia to maintain a scale. of 
armament production totally disproportionate t~ th~t o! other maJor 
powers, particularly if the World S~curity Orgamz?-t!On IS rega!ded as 
a guaranty a~rainst future ag-gressiOn. The bearmg of th~ s1z~ and 
mu"nitude of H.us;ian armamen~s on other arma.ment, purtteularly of 
the"' countries surrounding Hussia, is also sometbmg tbu.t can no more 
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be overlooked than would be the case with any other great power. 
The committee was informed that Russia was demobilizing its man
power, but it could not get facts on the demobilization of war 
industries. 

A· major economic problem of Russian relationships is the form 
of Russia's own organization and its relation to the possibilities of 
increasing world trade. It is proposed to leave to a later· section 
a detailed discussion of the possibilities of dealing With state trading 
monopolies; at the same time it is possible here to indicate several 
problems which Russia's political and economic organization present 
in considering the possibilities of world recovery and particularly of 
Ameriran foreign trade: ' 

(a) Russia is at present working out trade agreements with the 
states which she effectively controls in eastern Europe; These might 
be described as barter arrangements. The terms of these treaties 
have not been made available to any of our diplomatic missions, even 
those most intimately concemed, or· to the Department of State. 
The terms of the arrangement which Russia has made with Hungary 
have just been announced, in accordance with which at least 50 per· 
cent of Hungarian production seems to be tied up by Russia, if press 

. reports are to be believed. Some sources give 90 percent of Hun
_gary's present industrial production as going to Russia. What is 
needed are more reliable facts · 

Before consideration can be given to loans to these countries, it is 
necessary that~the terms· of these treaties be revealed. Otherwise 
the basis for repayment of the loans cannot be determined. Russia's 
claims upon these systems should rest upon the same basis as other 
goyel'Dl!lents, giving due weight to the larger need .of Russia for 
reparatiOns. 

(b) In the second place, no real basis for evaluating the Russian 
economy exists so long as secrecy as to official statistics of production 
and as to future production plaus is maintained. . The committee was 
told that with the war over details of the 5-year plan would soon be 
published and the aunual statistics thereafter. Official statistics are 
not sufficient; there should be opportunity, freely accorded by other 
countries to Russian· observers, for journalists and others to look at 
the facts upon which these production statistics are based. Not only 
during the course of the war but up to the present time the entire 
American productive mechanism was thrown wide open to Russian 
inspection, and the opportunity was fully utilized. Carefully guarded 
industrial secrets which would not be revealed to domestic cotnpetitors 
were made available to Russia under the general conception of our 
lend-lease aid. No such parallel freedom has been accorded to 
American observers; indeed, it has not been possible to find out, in 
many cases, what products were being manufactured. 

The committee feels that it is necessary that American and other 
technicians be permitted to look at Russian industrial installations 
and to estimate the basis of Russian statistics in the matter. Perhaps 
the United Nations Organization may later be utilized to international
ize and generalize this type of information and technical inspection. ' 
It ~annot see how, at present, without uncensored and independent 
.estimates by our own representatives, including those of the properly 
accredited press, there is any sound basis for judging the adequacy of 
Russian statistics or her ability to repay loans. 
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(c) A!ong the same lines, it .feels that ~ny unwillingness on the part 
of RussuJ. to (l) pr?tect Amerwa~ copynght in Russia, (2) permit the 
free entry of American planes fiyi~g the ordinary air routes of Russia 
s~ch ~s ts fully accorde~ .to Russia by other countries, and (3) give 
VIsas m 9:dequate. quantities, eve.n to our diplomatic representatives, 
would ra1se barners to economic cooperation between the United 
States and Russia. 

(d) In general, the committee feels that the political obligations of 
withdr~wal of forc.e~ in accordan~e w_ith theY alta and. Potsdam agree
ments 1s a prerequtsJte to economtc atd. It feels.certam that the exist
ing atmosphere of insecurity found by the committee in several 
countries is a. powerful deterrent to the long-term investment of 
capital and the establishment of normal economic relationships. As 
long as the guarantie.;; of freedom of the press, freedom of religion, and 
freedom of elections are genuinely maintained, the people of the 
countries concerned have at their disposal the choice of political sys
tems, including that of state socialism if they so desire. It should 
be noted, however, that the riveting of a totalitarian system on any 
country by a minority of that country is to deprive the population of 
any future opportunity of getting rid of the system except by revolu
tion. The chances of revolution under the existing controls of a 
totalitarian regime, while relatively small, in any case produce the 
seed of disturbances which retard all world recovery. 

The whole question of opening up the waterways, the communica
tions and transportation systems of Europe rests very largely in the 
hands of Russia today and conditions many of the short-range as 
well as long-range problems subsequently discussed. 

C. RECONS'IRUC'IIO~ OF GERMANY 

The occupying authorities are proceeding as rapidly as possible to 
scrap the war-making power of Germany where it wa~ not already 
destroyed. Reparation can be pushed only t:o. the pomt. agreed on 
by the experts' committee on the standar~ o~ hvmg to. a1vt~e Ge~eral . 
Clay. The reconstruction of Germany wtthin those hmtts 1s basiC to 
all European recovery and, through it, to world recoyery. . Four ~s
pccts of the present situation in Germany present difficulties whwh 
the committee thinks require serious consideration and perhaps a 
change in present policy. 

The first refers to a German standard of living compatible with the 
Potsdam directives and raises the basic issue: How can Germany 
support its present population even on. a bare subsisten~e level and 
at the same time meet the drastic clatms upon the enttre German 
eeonomy for reparations, support of occup.yin~ armies, and for indus
trial disarmament? Some would push thts d1sarmame~t b~yond the 
limits of military disarmament and into a complete cnpphng of the 
normal industries of Germany. . 

A second difficulty exists in the form of ~o,ntro~s set up m fo~ 
zonPs with the differences in policy and .the dtfftculttes of any coordi
nation through the Allied Control Counctl that can restore a Germany 
fit for self-government and economic health. 
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The third difficulty is the strict interpretation of the "denazifica~ 
tion" not only of German officials but of German industry in such a 
way as would produce inefficiency and stagnation through the 
elimination of all experienced management.> 

A fourth and final difficulty is the dependence of other European 
countries on Germany's industries. Unless Germany is permitted 'to 
resume some of her former industrial activity, these countries will be 
completely reoriented toward different types of production, with a 
resultant loss both in production and efficiency. · 

1. Standard of living.-The Potsdam Agreement rested upon the 
assumption that it would be possible to pay reparations from Germany 
both to Russia and to France and other states and at the same time 
strip Germany of its future capacity to make war, without lowering 
the standard of living of Germany below the danger point which 
would produce "disease" and "unrest." .. A limit was to be/ut upon· 
the recovery of Germany in any case that during the perio of occu
pation would not permit the German sJ;andard of living to rise higher 
than the average of the countries surrounding Germany. , An excep
tion of Russia and the United Kingdom from the countries to be taken 
into consideration was made in order to lessen tho difficulties of calcu
lation. 

This general formula, set up at Potsdru:n, in the judgment of the 
committee, contains several self-contradictory directives to our occu
pying authorities. 

Large reparations from Germany and the stripping of its normal 
industries on the grounds that they may potentially be used for war 
are not compatible with maintaining a minimum standard of lh:ing 
for Germany and are certainly not compatible with a sound German 
contribution to general European recovery. The interpretation of the 
directive leaves a latitude which can, be used to stress either the 
Draper-Hoover report of the experts called upon by General Clay to 
advise him as to the minimum standard of living for Germany, or it 
may stress the crippling of Germany demanded in certain quarters . 

. The committee wishes strongly to urge that tlie stress should fall on 
supporting the Draper-Hoover rPport. 

In the first place, there is little possibility for many years to come 
of the German standard of living reaching even the lowest standard 
of the surrounding countries from the point of view of food alone, to 
say nothing of the destruction of something approaching two-thirds of 
the housing in nearly all the major German cities. 

- The total population of Germany, includin~ those who have been 
forced into the occupied zones by a mass m1gration from the east, 
is not far short of 66,000,000 people in a shrunken territory which 
had to export heavily to feed a much smaller number of people in 
prewar times. Most of the food-surplus area of Germany is in the 
eastern zone and is subject to whatever drain the Russian occupying 
forces put upon it. The Russian armies have not an elaborate supply 
system like our own but continue in peace as in war to live, in the main, 
from the supplies of the countries where they are quartered. In any 
case, not only is no food flowing from east to west, but the west and 
south must r.resently feed the greater part of the swollen population 
of Berlin, which normally drew its food supply from the Russian area. 

The French, to only a slightly less degree than the Russians, appear 
to have stripped their occupation territory of herds, livestock, work 
animals, and food products .that were movable. 
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(a) Gfrman relief a.~ a burden on the 'Cnited States.-On all the evi
(i!•!lco tha~ .the committee could assf'mble, it seemed clear that the 
food condttwns, as well as those of shelter and fuel would be more 
serious in Germany than anywhere else in Europe thi~ winter. lVhile 
it is try~ that in the country di~tricts-in spite of poor harvests in 
the Bnt1sh and, to some extent, rn the French zones and a continued 
stripping of the Russ~an zone-the population will probably have 
b,urely ~c~equat.e supplies, the pi~ture of the cit!es is truly desperate. 
'I he ofhetal ra twn of 1,550 culones per day, wluch as far as could be 
learned it was not proposed to increase, actually runs in some cities 
us low ns 800 to 1,300 ealories per person, with small chances of any 
supplement even by black-market operations. During the summer 
season limited amounts of fruit and vegetables could be brotJO'ht in 
from the country districtfl. The means of preservin()' and ca~nin~ 
however, were very limited in Germany, and the winte~ will see renlly 
setious hanlships, including widespread malnutrition and some star
vation. Already many deaths from starvation are occurring in cities 
like Berlin. The people in the cities in any case have no ndequate 
means ?f earning a living and are reduced to selling off their remaining 
possessiOns. 

It must be emphasized to the Congress of the United States, how· 
ever, that once again the American taxpayer is being called on to 
shoulder the burden for a considerable part of the relief, not only of 
our own zone but indirectly, through supplying the larger part of 
Berlin, of the Russian zonc.2 \\lteat and flour provided from the 
United States for the British and French zonrs have been more 
prodigally used than in our own, and stock piles have not been built 
up for the winter. 

The committee does not feel thnt the American people can fnce 
the responsibility for permitting widespread starvation in Germany. 
This problem is not simply one of immPdiate relief, though it is 
primnrily that; it will be a continuing problrm, as pointed out ahoYe, 
if Germany is not permitted to resume a sufficient industrial aetivity 
to pay for its necrssnry imports and to provide its people with the 
minimum necessities for health. · 
. It nrNI_not be pointed ~ut for emphas}s t?~t a po~ulat~on, afforded 
m some Clti<'s only 9 cubic meters for md1v1.duals m rmned h.ouses, 
including cellnrs (about 10 square feet of floor space), and w1th no 
ftwl allotment except for cooking and such .wood as. can be procured 
and burned in avnilable equipment, on a d1~t that 1s ma~y hu~dred 
calories below the bare subsistence level, wtll face a ternble wmter. 
General Eisrnhower's recent stntements show that he and the ?c.cupy
ing authorities are fully aware of their problems. In th~ ormwn of 
tl1e committee they are doing what th~~ can to grapp~e w1th 1t. T~e 
carrying out of directives by even !D1litar:r ~uth.ontiCs,. howeve~, IS 

influen~ed hy the character of Amenca~ optruon, mcludmg Amcncan 
apnthy. The committee is certain that 1f the true fncts of .the German 
situation could be adequately br9ught hom~ to t~IC American people, 
Hetl Cross aid and an increase m the bnsw ratwn of Germany, as 
wdl as an effort to restore its necessary industries, would be demanded 
by the American public. 

I o .. n. LU<'illl Clny, In a pre9q CJnf,>rrne~ In wd~dshbing!tlb!O Aonm~yo~~~~;r:in\9e4r\fslu~a~~~(Jt~1tt~Z~~ 
tnn< .,,Jrl>tlo' nl f• o·htutfs would have to be pro VI e Y ~ r 
slantial awolllitS wruady allocated. 
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The alternative to permitting a catastrophe, where the United 
· States is one of the chief Allied control powers assuming responsibil

ity, is either to restore Germany as far as possible to a nrinimum 
subsistence level or to continue affording relief through payments. 
falling eventually in the main on tl!e United States. France is in no 

"position to assume the relief of Germany, even were 'she willin~ t,o. 
do so. Britain is hardly better off with respect to food and clothing,. 
and not yet normal with respect to fuel. Russia is very much be
low the standard, probably, of France and can hardly be expected to 
divert supplies to Germany. 

The committee, therefore, urges on Congress a thorough inquiry 
into our responsibilities in Germany with a view to clarifying the exact. 
nature of the directives under which our military authorities are now 
operating. It feels that the continuing assumption of financial respon
sibility for the relief of a defeated economy: requires a thorough re- . 
examination of American policy, including 1f need be, existing agree
ments as to responsibility as an Allied power .. Existing agreements 
and directives may require revision if they are to be. made workable, 
and at the same time compatible with American-responsibility and 
interests. . 

(b) Productive industries and necessary imports.-The productive 
industries of the Russian and French zones are being stripped for 
reparations. The British and American zones, which are also subject 
to heavy reparation _demands from the French and Russian Gov
ernments, are being cut down in their industrial production on the 
general theory that any heavy industry or component manufacturing 
industry is potentially a war industry .. The result is that these two 
zones cannot produce enough goods to supplr. their own minimum 
consumer needs, to say nothing of their inabllity to export in pay
ment for the food that they must import. Thus the unavailability of 
any exports to support the population of the two other zones now 
being systematically stripped lS almost matched in the 'British and 
American zones. . · 

Somewhere in the neighborhood of 10,000,000 people have been 
pushed from Prussia, Poland, and the eastern borders of Germany in 
the Oder and Y ser Valleys farther west. In spite of every effort 
many of them have wound up in the destroyed ctty of Berlin, which 
has a population already over 3,000,000 people. It is estimated that 
upward of 3,000,000 people have been forced from the Russian zone 
over into the western occupied zones, or have managed to slip across 
the border. 

No attempt will be made to give a. detailed criticism of the plans 
presently being formulated for stripping the industries in the western · 
zones. Significantly they· are classed as "secret". It is clear, how-

. ever, that if nonwar as well as war industries are removed on a large 
scale, it will be impossible for western Germany to support even the 
minimum standard of living necessary to prevent disease, without 
regard to unrest. _ · 

The committee, therefore,Jeels that to.strip transportation equip
ment and the machinery of factories capable of manufacturing it, as 
well as to strip other basic German industries beyond the point recom
mended by General Clay's advisory committee of experts, can mean 
only one of two things: (a) That a considerable part of the German 
population must be "liquidated" through disease, malnutrition, and 
slow starvation for a period. of years to c?me: with resultant dangers 
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to the rest of Em:ope from pestilenc~ and. the spread of plagues that 
know no boundartes; or (b) the contllluatwn both of large occupying 
forces to hol~ down "unrest," and the affording of relief mainly drawn 
from the Umted States to prevent actual starvation. 

If a "hard peace" requires the elimination of 8 or 10 millions of 
Germans, it would be much more humane to eliminate them at once. 
The committee feels that the American antipathy to theories of 
racism includes an antipathy to the theorv of racial guilt. Those 
Germans "~ho will suffer will in the main be the very old who generally 
opposed H1tler and the very young who were hardly responsible for 
him. It would not be feasible to attempt to make Germany pay for 
the war without reconstituting its industries beyond the point needed 
for the support of the population at a minimum level. It warns that 
the prevention of a catastrophe in }diddle Europe will impose a 
further heavy burden on the taxpayers of the United States and upon 
our occupying armies, if the present contradictory directives stress 
reparations and the elimination of all industry that can even indirectly 
support a war as against the necessity for a minimum standard 
of living for the German people. 

The committee cannot refrain from asking the simple question: 
"What incentive under this plan exists for Germany to turn to 
democratic ways?" The committee would like to recall the origins 
of the Nazi movement in the disintegration of Germany during the 
period of inflation after the last war. The plight of German cities will 
certainly be worse this winter unless fuel and food are provided on 
a scule beyond that presently planned. 

2. Fo11r occupation zones and the Allied Control Uouncil.-The 
seeond difficulty which has to be faced in the present method of con
trollinC! Germany is the division into four zones of the country and 
the difference in policies oi the four occupying powers. If the lines 
of a<!reement fixed during the period of military struggle, and at 
Potsdam, are regarded as final, substantially the whole of the coal 
producmg country in the east, much of its food productiOn an~ a great 
part of whatever is left of its industrial production in that regwn goes 
to Poland. Without attt~mpting to consider the strategic boundari~s 
left in Europe by this settlement, the economic area of Germany IS 

thus further cut down as a unit capable of sclf-supp?rt. 
Although in principle the Potsdam agreements provide f?r the flo~ 

of goods from east to west as well as west to cast, m practiCe there IS 

little possibility of this trade. The administrative method of control 
in the Russian zone sets up a type of banking, currency, and up to the 
present time a transportation and supply system to~a~ly. dependent 
upon governmental operation and affording no poss1biht1es of any
thin()' other than barter exchange through governmental arrangements 
with'"' the rest of occupied Germany or with th~ r~st of ~urope. 

The setting up of the Allied Control Council I~ Berlin has been 
haiiPd in some quarters as the model for the solutwn to t~e. govel'!l· 
ing of Germany as an economic and, perhaps late.r, as a pohtiCallllll;t. 
In the judcrmcnt of the committee, the demarkmg of the zones m 
BPrlin mi''the methods by which they are. run show some .of tl~e 
probiPms of trying to operate even a great city as an economiC umt 
by this method. . 

Obviously, evrry effort must be made to W?rk. out ~ smgle tran~-
portation system for all Germany, ~nd along w1th It a smgle economdc 
system. If, however, the process mvolves a one-way flow of goo s 
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-and services, the arrangements can hardly be regarded as satisfactory 
'from the point of view of the western occupying powers, particularly 
·'the United States. At the· present t~e Berlin is being fed, so far 
as the British, French, and American zones are concerned, excl,usively 
!from the west and south. Coal has not been made available from 
.Poland from what were previously German coal fields.-

As a result of these developments, the economic potential of Ger
:manyis being reduced to a point where the Germans cannot produce a 
minimum subsistence level of output. The only way the western zone 
will be able to pay for imported supplies, :principally food, is the 
resumption of an operation of non war industries. 

The American, French, and British· occupying authorities have 
·agreed upon a plan setting up five central administrations for the 
·whole of Germany covering (1) finance, (2) industry, (3) foreign 
irade ·and commerce, (4) communications, and (5) transportation. 
Little progress had been made in actually putting these central 
.coordinating administrations into operation. In the judgment of 

.
the committee, a serious question is raised as to whether Germany

1 under actual conditions, can be run as an economic unit while dividea 
into four separate occupied zones and with the system in one zone 
·so radically different from those of the other three. 
. :3. Denazification.-The directive on denazification, which was 
·originally put out as No. 1067 to the military authorities and incorpo
rated in the Potsdam agreements in substantially the same form, 
.classes automatically as Nazi (and hence to be removed) any officials 
who had held office under the Nazi regime. Burgonieisters, who had 
run German cities fQr many years prior to the Nazis,· and whom the 
Nazis themselves found to be indispensable to any government in 
their cities, had to be removed under these directives. ·If a similar 
-strictness is followed in the application· of directives to industrial 
management, it will prove to be substantially impossible to find any 
management which had not worked under the Nazi regime. Discre· 
tion in retaining industrialists who were not active members of the 
party seems to be clearly ihdicated if German industrial production is 
not to be brought to a standstill or completely taken over by the 
military authorities and then placed in inexperienced hands. · 

Estimates of present total German industrial production in relation 
to prewar normals vary from 5 to 20 percent. The increase of German 
production is, in a very real sense, the most important immediate 
issue in Germany. . In the judgment of the committee it calls for 
wisdom in the interpretation of the classification of individuals as 
Nazis. If everyone is eliminated who in anv way had any connection · 
with a movement that controlled Germany for 12 years, the result 
may well be anarchy and chaos. It will certainly not be the re.sump4 , 

tion of the production of Germany on a scale capable of supporting 
the people now thrust into its new borders. 

The committee, however, wishes to make it clear that no Pfn'SOn 
should be allowed to hold any position of power, influence, or control 
in German industry who helped to place Hitler in power or who gave 
him voluntary support, financin.lly or otherwise. 
· 4. Dependence of other countries on German industry and resources.-· 
The German economy made the largest contribution to the total pro· 
duction as well as to the total foreign trade of Europe of any single 
country exclusive of the United Kingdom. In production indeed the 
German economy outstripped that of the United Kingdom, though 
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its foreign trade balance was usually third in the world order of 
importance, following the United Kingdom and the. United States. 

In 1938. the total _industrial production of Germany was 32,494," 
000,000 re1ehsmarks m terms of th~ 1936 .value of. th~ mark. A great 
part, probably almost half, went mto direct or md1rect preparation 
for \~ar. Of. this amount e~ports totaled·4,619,000,000 reichsmarks 
and Imports m the same penod 4,218,000,000 reichsmarks. Notable 
among the industries of Germany was a mining production of 3 500 
million reichsmarks for the territory remaining to Germany at' the 
present time under the Potsdam agreements and a very much larger 
figure if the portions of Germany now awarded to Poland are con
sidered; production of iron and other metals of 2,300 million reichs
marks and the products of iron and other metals of 1,400 million reichs
marks; machinery and vehicles, 4,200 million reichsmarks· electrical 
equipment just under 3,500 million reichsmarks; chemicals ~ere nearly 
1,500 miJiion reichsmarks; textiles (in the area remaining to Germany), 
1,500 million plus reichsmarks; clothing, 1, 700 million plus; paper, 
1,500 million plus (territory remaining to Germany); lea the;:, 450 
million minus; rubber goods, miJSical instruments, and toys, 7 40 million; 
wood working, 1,500 million minus; food industry, 4,200 million plus; 
building, 3 billion minus (territory remaining to Germany). 

Included in these amounts were an extremely large production of 
steel which can undoubtedly be cut about in half from the prewar 
production since 50 percent was going into armaments; a large produc
tion of locomotives, rolling stock, machine tools, machinery, bearings, 
and components as well as motor vehicles of every type, nitrogen 
fertilizer, and other chemicals, precision and optical instruments and 
electrical equipment. 

The industries of all the countries surrounding Germany have 
depended in the past on the superior production efficiency of Germany 
for needed parts and machine tools. They would either have J,o erect 
their own equipment or shift their orders to countries which would 
need to retool to supply parts and components for already existing 
equipment. 

It is clear that if the intention were to deprive Germany of all 
possibility of exports adequate to buy the food and raw materials that 
it needs to keep a minimum standard for its population, this method 
could be followed, though it would tremendously delaJ: the recovery 
of all of Europe and might lower for a very long penod the whole 
productive capacity of. Europe. It is not t~e i~dustry of Germany 
alone that is in question but of the Scandmav1an states, Holland, 
Belgium, Luxembourg, France Sw~tzerland, ~taly, and the sm~ller 
countries of Europe, including those m the Russw,n zone of occupat~on. 
It is impossible merely by shifting machin~ry ~o create the c?mbma
tion of skilled workers management, orgamzatwn, plant locatiOn, and 
other resources necess~ry to industrial production. . 

Your committee strongly suppo~ts the report ?f the ~conomlC ex
perts selected by General Clay whlCh ~h?ws the mdustnes t~~t Ger
many must retain in order to have a mmunum stan~ard of hvmg ,ca
pable of supplying a subsistence level of food, clothing, and essentials 
to the German people. 

This report contemplates not only the removal of ger~p.an w~r-
making capacity but the stripping ?f qe~many o~ ~xcess1ve mdustnal 
capacity beyond the need for mamtammg a mllllmum standard of 
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living. -The expense of maintaining occupying armies is figured on a. 
minimum basis .. The stripping of German industry advocated by 
some critics of the Clay report to prevent the expoJ:t of all products 
and any dependence of outside states. upon German industry, under 
the theory that this is the way primarily to disarm Germany, would in 
effect destroy or set back for an indefinite period the whole industrial 
system of Europe. Export industries of other countries which count 
on feeding this market must count at the same time on the loss of the 
Germa.n market. They must count, too, on the inability of the 

. countr1es where they propose to supplant Germany to repay in terms 
of goods that are profitably exchangeable with the United States. 
The committee does not believe that loans to the countries previously 
importing from Germany. aimed at building up inefficient industries
to supplant the German industries is good economic sense or con
ducive to total production and total world trade. It feels that the 
strategic control of German war-making power is relatively simple so 
long as stock piles of strategic materials in Germany are not per
mitted and so long as the uneconomic synthetic industries like petro
leum and rubber and the strictly war-making industries are controlled 
or eliminated. 

If the whole future recovery of Europe is to be geared to fear of the 
bogey of a Germany, reduced in its boundaries and stripped of its war
making capacity as modern Germany is, the·· recovery of Europe 
becomes a hopeless problem. 

The committee feels that a proper internationalization of the 
economic linkages of western Europe with the Ruhr and the Saar is a 
far more desirable solution. Such an economic union would permit 
the building up of natural grid systems of electric power and the 
interdependence of industries which would in effect both help to 
break down prewar trade barriers and to make impossible a war by 
Germany alone on any of its neighbors. The destruction of Ger
many's" war-making industries is already being undertaken, and the 
future control of its imports of strategic character would be a further 
guaranty against any possible German aggression. The committee 
does not favor the rebuilding of Germany by loans as was done after 
the last war, but it equally views with disfavor the starvation of 
Germany, the crippling of the·i:ndustrial systems of Europe and the 
consequent need for continuing relief or for continuing chaos in Europe. 

D. DISPOSAL·OF AMERICAN SURPLUS PROPERTY 

The disposal of surplus property is of twofold importance to Ameri
can economic policy. In the first place its need for reconstruction 
purposes and its availability as an immediate contribution to all· 
European recovery suggests that speed and a proper allocation of 
surplus must be combined. In the second place the value of surplus 
should be made as large an item as possible of all American loans and 
relief in order to recover the maximum amounts for the taxpayers of 
the United States and prevent the need for duplicated expenditure. 

The·reconstruction of Europe and American aid depend, to some 
extent, on the proposed distribution of f\merican surplu.s materi~ls. 
In the first place the surplus trucks, clothing, shoes, cooking utensils, 
medical supplies,-etc., are the most desperately needed items in many 
of the liberated areas and for the Army's use m the German occupied 
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:area. In the next place the disposal or surplus ought to constitute 
the largest contribution which the United States can make to UNRRA 
and to ot~er relief organizations. The surplus is immediately avail· 
able and 1s, for the most part, located where transportation to the 
affected area is not too difficult. 

The committee was impressed by the macrnitude of American 
salvag:e. operations in seve_ral areas which woufd provide very large 
quantities of usable clothmg, shoes, household utensils and many 
other items suitable for UNRRA use. It feels that a proper value 
should be assigned to the American contribution throuah these items 
and the returned lend-lease equipment. 

0 

The committee welcomes the recommendation of the Office of War 
't\tobilization and Reconversion for vesting responsibility in the 
DepartmPnt of State for the whole policy making on the disposal of 
foreign Tsurplus. It believes that the existing legislation empowers 
the 0" l\1R to act upon the recommendations of the State Depart. 
nwnt in accordance with the Surplus Property Act. 

The organization of surplus disposal and the settlement of lend-lease 
returns to the United States were studied by the committee in several 
areas with the conclusions emerging that-

(a) There was a lack of a master plan for determining the priority 
and allocation of surplus equipmrnt where it would do the most good 
in facilitating recovery. The committee recommends that the State 
Department set up a system of allocation and priority for the equip· 
ment most needed and most in demand for European recovery, 
particularly for the allocation of transportation equipment including 
trucks. 

(b) The committee believes that the determination of broad lines 
of policy having been settled in Washington, df'tuiled decisions should 
be left to the field forces of the smplus disposal agencies. One of the 
pn•ssing policies to be determined is th~ means of accep~ing payment 
either tlu·oucrh louns or through currencies cnpable of bemg converted 
into dollars ~r other assets of the countries involved. 

(c) At the s11rne time the committee is convinced the claim of the 
French Government to dispose of all surplus located in Franc.e and 
the claim of the British GoYernment to bundle surplus located m the 
United Kincrdom in the same manner would be incompatible with the 
recommend~tion of the committee that all surpluses should be 
handled accordin~ to an established priority. . . 

(d) The conumttee is of the opinion that unles.s adequat~ pronswn 
is made by the occupying authorities for withholdmg othennse surplus 
transportation, trucking, and clotbi_ng. as well as foodstuffs f?~ the 
occupied areas, additional appropnatwns to support the military 
occupation of Germany will be needed. . 

(e) In regard to the determination of surplus, the col!lnutte~ rec?m~ 
mends that the Army authorities be instructed, ;while taking mto 
account (d) above. in the calculation of snrplus eqmpment, .to declare 
surplus a safe portion of the equipment before final calculatwn for the 
5-year occupying period. . · f 1 

(j) The committee is cou,:inc~d that ~he orgamzat~on o surp us 
property requires strengthenmg tn the dtsp~sal ~g~ncies abr~a~n~f 
buildincr up an adequate field staff a~d by stmplifymg the re~p ~ 
bilities 0of that staff in accordance With reco~me~datwn (b) above. 
The large sums that are tied up at the present time tn surplus property 
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fully jus~ifian adequate-field organizationunder the most competent 
leadership. · . 
. (g) The committee is convinced that the Services of Supply of the 
Army, including the Quartermaster Corps and the Transportation 
Corps, and parallel organizations in. the Navy, should have full 
responsibility for warehousing, maintenance,- guarding, and delivery 
of surplus property to ultimate destinations as determined by the sale 
contracts. The Army should maintain sufficient forces at the bases 
being now very rapidly demobilized to discharge this responsibility. 
The inability to :move surplus to shipping points or points of delivery 
which are physically feasible for acceptance by purchasing nations 
or other agencies has been a severe limiting factor upon the sales of all 
surplus, including the delivelies of surplus to UNRRA. 

. The committee recommends that the widest latitude· should be 
accorded to the SW'plus property administrator to accept payments in 
kind where these have not been arranged in return for lend~lease 
settlements. Buildings and land required for United States Govern
ment permanent installations, such as embassies and living quarters 
for foreign service persomiel, particularly in non-lend-lease countries, 
would be an acceptable means of payment for surplus goods. In the 
main, however, it is necessary to supply many of the countries with 
earmarked portions of the loans being made by the Export-Import 
Bank, specifically to liquidate their surplus property acquisitions. 

III. LoNa-R UN PROBLEMS AFFECTING AMERICAN FoREIGN EcoNOMIC 
PoLICY· 

A. EFFECT OF SHORT-RUN PATTERNS ON LONG-TERM SETTLEMENTS 

The settlement of short-run problems, particularly political settle
ments, naturally determines the pattern of long-run economic policy. 
If Europe is to .be divided into two zones, productively sp~aking, one 
in western Europe and one in eastern Europe, if transportation, 
communications, transit by air and by the waterways of Europe, is 
cut into these two compartments, its economic life and that of the 
whole world will require a major readjustment. It follows that two 
systems of banking and exchange, the one on a ·controlled basis of 
state monopolies and barter, and the other permitting varying degrees 
of free enterprise, will find the usual difficulties of adjustment between 
two such systems. This was amply documented historically by the 
system of blocked marks and the dumping procedures adopted by the 
Nazis with their disruptive effect on the whole of a free trading 
economy. States which permit private trading are forced into con
trolling exchanges and into. special arrangements with the· trading 
monopolies of those states with which. they must exchange exports 
and imports, if only for the reasons of transportation costs and the 
location of raw materials, especially coal. · 

It is further clear to the committee that the poverty resulting from 
the war and the requirement to build up exports force the retention 
by many of the liberated states of controls over imports and other 
internal economic controls that are enremely disruptive of any 
freedom of trade. Though these measures are undertaken as short
run emergency recovery measuresJ in effect they determine the 
pattern by which nations go on handling their imports and tend to 
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rivet on each econ~my a sys~em. of quotas, public purchases through. 
goverrunental trad1~g ~rgamzat1?ns, e~change controls and internal. 
methods of allocat10n mcompat1ble With private business arrange-· 
ments. 

In conformity with the principles of policy recommended in the 
sixth report of the comm~tt~e, it is therefore necessary to remove these 
obs.tacles to ~rade by. bn~n'% t~ a~ end, as quickly as possible, the 
per10d of rehef and mstttutmg m Its stead a period of productive 
mternal recovery where consumer goods--fuel, food shelter clothing 
and transportation-n:tay be made normall:r availabl~ by the productiv~ 
resources of each nat10nal system or by Imports for which they are 
abl_e .to pay by exp~rts. and services. The case of Italy affords a 
strtkmg example whtch Is treated elsewhere in more detail. Unless 
coal and raw materials are made available to Italy in the immediate 
future, the spiral of inflation which has al.ready set in will continue 
to press prices up two or three times every time a wage increase is 
granted, because there are so few commodities available for which 
wages can actually be spent. To continue affording relief to such a 
population by distributing food and other necessities would be pro
longing the need for relief indefinitely, unless the productive power of 
Italy is brought back into play. Once a minimum food economy to· 
maintain the health of the population is reached, the ·imports of 
other commodities should be those that would produce an industrial 
recovery within !tall. 

The same thing, o course, applies to relief in the other sections and 
is of particular importance in the occupied areas where the direct re
sponsibility for relief within our own zone falls on the American Army 
and the American taxpayer. As has been noted above, a conBiderable 
part of the burden of the other zones is indirectly being forced on the 
same shoulders. 

With respect to the prevention of reverting to barter agreements 
and import control systems, the French example will serve to point 
up the position of all the liberated countries. This is in some measure 
the position also of Sweden and certain neutrals. The 11inistr~ of 
Production i.n France emphasized that France at the prese~~ time 
bas abolished its tariffs. It is clear, however, that the aboht10n of 
tariffs is of less importance than the imposition of exchange controls. 
It is also clear that the administrative procedures which govern the 
allocation of quotas for imports extend in fact into controlling. the 
private importer. An importer, for example, who buys an Amencan 
tractor at the present time may pay .500,000 francs for. the tractor 
laid down in a French port. It then IS taken from the liDporter by 
the French Government which sells the tractor at a very large mark
up, sometimes of from 50 to 100 pe~cent, in e~ect. making the consumer 
pay that amount of tariff. The 1~porte! 1s ~1ven so~e perce_n~a.ge 
of profit on the transaction for h1s serv1ees m handlmg t~e Initial 
contract, but the advantages of competitive tra~e are entrrely _lost 
and the tariff is just as effective. Quotas on the liDport of Amencan 
movies and an attempt to control them in terms of the. amount they 
gross in box-office receipts is a similar device ini.tiated ill France but 
being widely imitated by other ~uropean countncs. . . 

All these devices are rooted m the un~ou~ted need for cont10llm~ 
foreign exchange in the period of reestabhshmg a sound ~conom;v: an 

1 during the absence of available exports tv balance the mternat10na 
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payments of the war-torn countries.. At the same time there' is no 
guaranty, under the conditions i.n which they are seeking loans, that 
these devices will disappear once the loans enable them to bridge 
over the period prior to the resumption of exports. They must be 
eliminated, as American aid and their natural recovery permit, on an 
agreed basis. 

B. LONG-TERM FACTORS IN RECOVERY: AMERICAN POLICIES 

1. Loan policies . ..,.--The committee recommends therefore that a 
primary condition to be attached to all American loans should be a 
schedule for the repeal of the quotas, exchanges controls, except on 
the export of domestically owned funds attempting to :flee the country; 
a full mobilization of the foreign assets of the countries concerned, in
cluding their private holdings abroad, with a guaranty of nondis
criminatory treatment for all business ot United States citizens .. 
Efforts to impose laws requiring management or ownership by na-

. tionals of American branch factories or enterprises are especially to be 
safeguarded against. 

The committee assumes. that all loans other than those made by 
the Export-Import Bank and prior to the working of the Bretton 

·Woods agreements will come before Congress for approval and legisla
tion. It feels that loans cannot properly be made to states which 
have not shown a willingness to undertake the obligations and enjoy 
the benefits of the Bretton Woods arrangements except for the type 
(){ loans that are to be made by the Export-Import Bank within its 
present authorized funds of $3,500,000,000. 

In the judgment of the committee small loans by the Export-Import 
Bank of a constructive nature at this time, to provide for the acquisi
tion of raw materials, fuel, shipping, and surplus property, will clear 
. the way for long-term recovery. The committee is particularly con
cerned to remove the necessity for continued· relief by productive 
loans of this character, always subject to the conditions attaching to 
loans and aids stated above. 

There is a danger, of course, that the negative aspect of this report 
may be stresseq to the effect that only the conditions attaching to 
loans are emphasized. The committee wishes very strongly to make 
it clear that in its judgment there is a real need for large-scale loans to 
Britain, to France, and undoubtedly to Russia also, if these countries 
are prepared: . 
. (a) To meet the political obligations which they have undertaken 
including proper settlement of lend-lease; 

(b) To work out schedules for the removal of trade barriers and to 
facilitate the resumption of multilateral trade; · 

(c) To give up, insofar as is compatible with their political systems, 
the channelipg of all trade through Government sources and the reten
tion of quotas and exchange controls after the clearin~ up of wartime 
indebtedness and taking into account the availability of capital 
through the Bretton Woods agreements as well as through other loans; 

(d) To furnish the means of judging the soundness of the loans 
from the point of view of the employment of national resources in 
armament production, in coal production, and the terms of agreements 
with other states; as well as the permission for American journalists, 
technicians, and ot~ers to have full access to information regarding 
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production facilities as well as the official statistics of the countries 
concerned. 

The committee wishes to emphasize that it does not Sl'O how coun
tries ~\'hieh re.fus~d t? admit the yalidity of American copj'Tight or to 
pernut the (hstnbu!1on of Amencan books, periodicals, movies and 
other cultural medra can afford the basis for a normal economic 
cooperation. 

In discussing postwar lending bv the United States the committee 
has considL'red primarily governniental loans. Whil~ these will un
doubtNlly be the predominant type of loans in the first ft•w YL'ars 
after the war, it should be emphasized that gonrmnrntal ·loans 
shoulLl not be made to the exclusion of private loans. As soon as 
sufTiciL•nt stnbility in international affairs is achieved, it is t'xpected 
thnt privnte lending will again resume its important position in inter
national trnde . 
. 2. United State& policy in dealing u·ith state trading monopolies.-It 
1s c!Pnr that the pattern of future world trade is greatly conditioned 
by the existence of state trading monopolies. The Russian system 
constitutes the most powerful example of this. The system has been 
rt>prodncL•d in nll the eastern European countries umlL'r Russian 
contrcl and tied into Russia by secret trade treaties, a~ well as by 
politienl control. 

It is by no means limited to these govrfllinents, however. The 
Briti~h Government has amwunced a policy of continuing state 
purthn:o;rs for all the basic esst>ntials of its import progmm in raw 
matt>rials. The probability of the extension of this s~'stem into other 
purchn<>!'s as an adjunct of exchange control seems strorg. France· 
is il} L·fl'ect achievi11g the same pattern. Although ordinnry importers 
mny be used as private chamwls in the mtw.ner tJOtt•d nbo,·r, the 
effect of poolirg the disposal of the goods irnportt'd and sdlirg them 
through statl'-coutrolled prices uchieves the rrsults of a state monopoly. 
This pnttrrn appL'Ili'S to be one that may be widely followed in other 
nntions. It is g('Jlernlly dL•fonded as a part of the need for controlling 
the volume of imports duri.ng a period of severe pressure on the 
exchnnges. 

The committee recommends that two policies should be followed 
in dPaling with swte import monopolies: . 

(a) In the instance of Russia it is nec.essary to deal w1th the state 
monopoly (.A.mtorg) as an inherent feature of the Rus~ian syste~. 
At the snme time everv efl'ort should be made to have pnvate Amen
cnn business accorded. more flexible channels of approach to Russian 
industrinl concerns than through the single channel of Amtorg in 
New York. · 

(b) It does not seem to be necessary to recognize .the same CO!fl· 
pletely controlled syst<'m in other coun~ries. 'J.'he fore1~n-trade pobcy 
of the United States should do everytlnng poss1ble to d1scourage tr~d
ing with state monopolirs and sliould facilitnte. dirc~t trade ~nth 
individuals in the countries concerned. Such a pohcy willl?e constd.er
ablv strencrthened if it is inte!!rnted with our postwar foreign lcndmg 
pn)gram. "In general, loans sl7ould be made i~ st~c~ a way as to se~ure 
t!1r greatest possible amount of trade between mdJvJduals. I~ part1CUt 
lar, ('llre must be taken that anv loans to these state monopolies do no 
result in disruption of existing channels of private trade and commerce. 
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· 3. The protection of future American interests through lend-lease settle
ments.-In considering lend-lease, it is essential that three factors be 
'horne in mind: First, the evident justice of recognition by other 
nation§ of the degree to which American blood and treasure were spent 
in their defense as well as our own; second, the fact that lend-lease was 
not an altruistic gesture on the part Of the United States but funda
mentally a means of saving American lives by enabling our allies to 
fight more effectively; and, third, that in ronsideration of any lend-lease 
·settlements, an account must be taken of the economic impact of such 
·settlements upon the nation with which such settlement is made. 

The United States has attached to the lend-lease agreements pro
tections for the repayment of lend-lease and by article VII of the lend
lease agreement between the United Kingdom and the United States 
·conditions for freeing international trade. 

It is apparent that the intention of Congress, accepted in the 
lend-lease agreements by the count.ries to which this· form of aid was 
•rendered, was to secure the promises of-

(a) Freeing the channels of world trade in the postwar settlements; 
(b) The return of materials and property not expended in caiTying 

<Out the war, or otherwise disposed of on satisfactory terms; and 
(c) The repayment in kind where desirable. 
In only one instance-Belgium-have the amounts of reverse lend

lease overbalanced out own expenditures for the countries concerned. 
In all other instances, the balance of lend-lease is so overwhelmingly 
in favor of the United States as the major contributor that settlements 
should flow only in one direction, namely, to the United States. 
· The conditions to be attached to loans previously spoken of should 
be used to reinsure the promises of the contracting countries under 
lend-lease agreements to -free trade, in the manner indicated above. 

In the second place, the return of nonexpended items, both military 
and civilian in character, should be insisted upon unless the procuring 
~ountry was prepared to make settlement through a loan either on the 
basis provided by the Lend-Lease Act or a general loan, - . 

It ~s P!lrtic~larly necessary to insist upon the. sale _of .len?-lea~e 
·contnbutions m the form of permanent mstallat10ns, mcludmg all' 
fields, training fields, and military installations, as part of any general 
settlement of loans to the countries concerned. ... 

Over and above this, the maintenance of navigation rights, air 
bases, civilian air and navigation rights, and the permanent retention 
of certain flying fields for American use on a civilian basis, should, in 
the judgment of the committee, be insisted upon as part of our general 
postwar settlements, particularly as they affect economic policy. 

The third objective of lend-lease. settlement, repayment in kind, 
should include the return of unexpended raw materials as well as 
other useful commodities and products. Consideration should he 
given to acquisition of American rights to participation in the inter
national control of certain strategic materials in colonial areas of the 
countries to which lend-lease has been afforded. . 

It is important for normal industrial development that we should 
have an assured ~ht to imports of those materials which are either 
not produced within our own borders or in which we are becoming 
deficient. There are no less than 40 such minerals and metals of 
which the chief in importance are tin, manganese, chromium, tungsten, 
antimony, cobalt, asbestos, corundum, mica, quartz crystals, graphite, 
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bismuth, lead, zinc, copper, platinum, mercury beryllium vanadium 
stl'fltite talc, fluot'Spar, cryolite, industrial 'diamonds' tantalum' 
columbite, ra(lium, and uranium. ' ' 

The establishment of American rights to share in policy making 
as to the future development and control of these materials in term~ 
of production policy, would seem to be a legitimate offset for any 
cancellation of the repayment of lend-lease in direct terms by the 
countries which have benefited . 

. 4. International financial stability.-A basic and complicated 
pro~lem of postwar rec?~tructio? will.be that of attaining inter
~ntwnal monetary. st~bihty. This ~atlon has already committed 
Itself to memberslup m the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development and the International 1Ionetary Fund. These 
two agencies are not operating at the present time, however, and even 
when they are formally Ret up, there will be a period of extremely 
dillicult adjustments before anything approaching world monetary 
stability can be expected. 

Basically the problems will consist of arriving at suitable rehition
ships between the relative values of various currencies and of apprais
ing the capital needs of various countries in order that long-term loans 
mny be available where they are needed and economically justified. 

The United States has an international responsibility, in arranging 
proper settlements of lend-lease accounts and in the making of 
additional international loans, to work toward the same ends as the 
International Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Recon
struction and Development. 

The committee recognizes that in making loans to other nations 
we must arrange such terms of repayment as will be within the 
capacity of the borrowing nation, and we must further be able and 
willing to accept the flow of interest and repayment of principal that 
will be involved. · 

The discussion above further indicates that this Nation is justified 
in requiring as a condition to the making of such loans certain com
mitments from the borrowing countries. The commitments, which 
the committee recommends, are not in the nature of selfish acquisitive 
gains to the United States alone but are rather in the nature of securing 
arrangements that will tend to promote freer world trade, a more 
srcure world peace, and higher productivity and living standards 
everywhere. 

(a) International gold standard.-The terms of the Bretton Woods 
~greements contemplate an international monetary standard ~~ploy
mg gold as its basic reserve and measure of value. Under this m.ter
nntional monetary system it is hoped that internatio!J.al t_ransactwns 
cnn be settled without frequent and disorderly fluctuatwns ill exchange 
rates and without such large one-way flows of gold .as moved to,~ard 
the United States during most of the interwar penod. 'l:'he Umted 
States has about $20,000,000,000 of gold at the present t1~e, repre
~l'nting nearly 60 percent of the total world stocks. In add1t10n the~e 
1s located in the United States over $4,000,000,000 of gold held ill 
trust ("earmarked") for the account of foreign o~ners. . 

One of the problems that will be en.co~ntered ill the early pos~" ar 
ycars, as a result of the inevitable and illSJstent demands for Amencan 
products will be the devising of suitable means of payment for thhese 
goods. While it has been this committee's recommendatiOn t at 
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g~ods will have to be accepted in exchange f~r the goods we export, 
there will be during the reconstruction period a great shortage of goods 
available for export from the devastated countries. 

So ir1sistent will be the demand for American goods that, without 
loans, a very stro'Jg drain on the gold supplies of the nations outside 
the United States would be created. The result would be that our 
already excessive share of the world's gold would further accumulate, 
while the needed supplies of nations seeking to restore some semblance 
of monetary order would run completely dry. Such a movement 
clearly must be avoided. It would -bring in its train depreciatirg 
currencies abroad, exchange controls, and other measuresthQ.t hamper 
or stifle world trade. It would· increase the apparatus of economic 
warfare~ It seems clear in view of these facts that there is a real 
place for American loans to foreign nations both in order to promote 
world reconstruction and recovery and in order to protect the ground~ 
work upon which a sound world monetary system may be built. 

(b) Commodity stock piles.-It has been suggested to the committee 
that ·a possible contribution to the solution of the problems that will 
arise in connection with the repayment of reconstruction loans can be 
accomplished by making arrangements for this Nation to accept in 
payment certain basic minerals which will be acquired by our Gov
ernment and held in stock piles as strategic reserves both against polit
ical emergency and against the threatened exhaustion of domestic 
resources. A long list of metals has been suggested for inclusion in 
such stock piles, representing metals of which the domestic production 
or reserves are inadequate for possible future needs or which may not 
be produced in this country at all. 

The arguments which have been presented in favor of stock piling 
strategic metals are that (1) they will make us a stronger Nation and 
one less vulnerable to attack; (2) they will make it less necessary for 
this country to accept gold as the only available means of making 
payments due us; (3) these metals, being acquired for Government 
account, and withheld from commercial charinels (excr.pt in emer
gency) will not constitute a competitive threat to domestic or other 
producers; (4) certain foreign nations have 1ittle else besides these· 
strategic minerals to be used in making foreign payments (the Belgian 
Congo has been cited as a case of this sort); and (5) their acquisition 
from surplus world production over and above commercial needs 
might be arranged in such a ·way as to be a stabilizing factor in 
extractive economies. · 

Over against these proposed advantages of a stock-piling program 
lie real difficulties: (1) Those that would be involved in connection 
with protecting a stock-piling operation against becoming a price
support subsidy; (2) the objection that idle reserves (whether of gold 
or other minerals) represent a freezin~ .or immobilizing of resources 
that could better be used in a producttve way; (3) that the adopting 
of a stock-piling policy might be regarded as a menacing or unfriendly 
gesture by other nations; and (4) that the operation of such a stock
pile policy would tend to drive other nations, particularly producing 
nations, into .a cartel .or other arrangement for the purpose of pro· 
tecting their interests against the threat which a huge accumulation 
of their product by one nation would hold over the world market. 

The committee believes that the suggestion of permitting repay
ment of our foreign loans in .part by shipment of strategic metals for 
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slock-pil!ng pu~poses s~ould be given careful study. It may be that 
for eertam natwns, wh1eh are almost the sole producers of a needed 
material or which depend upon an ability to dispose of certain materials 
in expo~t m~rkets as -th~ only ~!leans by which they could make pay
ments, It might be feas1ble to msert as a repayment provision in in
ternational.l.oans that this Goyernment would accept such products 
for stock-pihng purposes.. Th1s method of repayment might permit 

• a favorable bal~nce which could n~t be achieved commercially. 
Payments by this method could begm at once and continue over 
ma~y years, t~nding to m~intuin a hi~h level of production and pros
penty !lnd to Jron out c~'chcal dep~esswns, particularly in the colonial 
countnes and those whtch are pnmary producers of minerals. The 
committee does not feel, however, that it is in a position to recom
mend ~he .general a~optio!l. of a na~ional policy for stock piling 
stratcgtc mmerals until addttwnal studws and bearings on the subject 
have been conducted. 

IV. INsTRUMENTS OF AMERICAN FoREIGN PoLICY AND ORGANIZATION 

OF THE FoREIGN SERVICE 

The organization of the D<>partment of State in Washington is 
weakened in the judgment of the committee in two respects in its 
foreihrn service: . 

1. The career service of the United States is not put upon a basis of 
comparable attraction in allowances, as well as in salaries, to hold the 
best talents in the foreign service. Comparable grades and respon
sibilities of the foreign service were found to be less well remunerated 
and with less rapid promotion in the foreign service than in the per
manent departments in Washington and on a much less adequate basis 
in the same respects than the temporary war agencies. The commit
tee strongly urges the consideration of Congress for strengthening the 
usefulness of the career service by insisting in its appropriations to 
the Department of State on a recognition of the more expensive living 
conditions ahroad and appropriate salaries and retirement allowances. 
The type of information obtained and the execution of foreign eco
nomic policies must depend upon the caliber of the personnel retained 
in the foreign service. 

2. The second general point is the lack of appropriate scope for 
promotion in the economic sides of the foreign service of the United 
States and the consequent tendency of officers to prefer appointments 
in the political side of the foreign service, rather than in the economic 
side. 1Iissions in the most important European capitals, where the 
Russian and British Governments were represented by a very large 
staff and by the top-ranking officials both in service and in. pay, 
were found to be restricted in scope and in the rewards avmlable 
for distinguished service to our diplomats who were on the com
m~rcial and economic side ~f the legation or el!lbassy staff. The ~om
mittee would like to pay tnbute to the devotwn of many Am~n~ans 
who have Joyully served their coun~ry for the greate~ part o~ therr hves 
abroad under these difficult condttwns and the h1gh cahb~r of the 
representation which we found. It wa~ neve~theless. recogmzed .th~t 
in many missions it would be difficult, tf not !IDpossJbl~, to retam. m 
the fon·ign service of the United States not only the htgher-rankJ~g 
personnel but the clerical staffs and res~arch workers ~nd specml 
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· officers in. postwar conditions. It seems to the committee of critical 
importance to make the foreign service of the United States rank in 
its ability and consequent ·influence with that of Great Britain 

. Russia, France, and other countries. Special attention should be paid 
to the improvement of the foreign service and in particular its eco..; 
nomic and information branches. · · · 

As the Office of. War Information and presumably the Foreign 
Econ.omic Administration are dissolved, some portion of the better ... 
personnel and a great part of the activities of these agencies should be · 
incorporated into the regular foreign service of the United States. 

· In j;he organization of the department in Washington it seems to 
the committee that there is a lack of control within the hands of the 
State Department proper of many aspects of the foreign policy of the 
United States. It is recognized that interdepartmental relationships 
with the Treasury, Agriculture, and Commerce and in some instances 
with the Department of the Interior and other specially interested 
agencies, require clearance with the heads of these departments. It 
seems, however, to the committee that the organization of a parallel 
to the British Department of Overseas Trad,e would be a natural 
development for the growing importance of foreign trade to the United 
States. (It would also incorporate the control of the Export-Import 
Bank and bring under its head a considerable part of the activities of 
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.) . · 

The committee regards it as imperative that American foreign eco· 
nomic policies' should be guided from a single center of responsibility 
which logically is the Department ofState, since our economic foreign· 
policy is our strongest bargaining weapon in setting political policies. 
The granting of loans, the disposal of foreign surplus property (which 
the committee notes has already been put in the Department of State 
for policy guidance), the distribution of relief, and the actual.channel· 
ing of trade, all require to be made a part of the single and clearly 
defined economic foreign policy .. At the same time, the development 

. of trade relations and the placing of business abroad, both for exports 
and imports, needs a more aggressive policy th_an can normally be fol
lowed under the guidance of the Department of State alone. The 
committee therefore recommends to the executive agencies consider
ation of closer coordination of the implementation of foreign economic 
policy under the policy guidance of the Department of State .. 

The committee feels that legislative sanction should be given to 
the creation· of an Under Secretary of State for Foreign Economic 
Policy· who would report directly to the Secretary of State. He 
should coordinate the aspects of trade promotion that now come 
under the Department of Commerce, of loans, whether of Treasury 
or of the Export-Import Bank; .of foreign agricultural trade coming 
under the Department of Agriculture; and foreign mineral trade 
promotion cQming under the Department of the Interior. It is not 
proposed to alter the present location of these functions in the de· 
partments concerned but to give legislative sanction for clearing the 
assistant secretaries in each department concerned with these 
foreign economic aspects of the Department with the Under Secretary 
of State for Foreign Economic Policy. · It is in the highest degree 
important that the closest working relationships be established by 
the assistant secretaries of the various departments with the Under 
Secretary pf State for Foreign Er.onomic Policy. It is, therefore, 
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felt that he should be consulted in all instances as to t~~~titJify' 
of the persons appointed to this function in the departments con~ 
cerned. He should also act as chairman, with ultimate powers of 
making the binding decisions, of a policy committee composed of the 
assistant secretaries of the departments previously mentioned to. 
pass on the matters of foreign economic policy. 

It is not the proper function of the Department of State itself to 
undertake the promotional aspects of trade policy, but it is essential 
that the formulation of foreign economic policy should in every way 
encourage and afford legitimate protection to American economic 
interests abroad. It is particularly important to have one policy 
carried out in this field rather than conflicting policies. The com
mittee feels that the Under Secretary of State for Foreign Economic 
Policy, reporting directly to the Secretary of State on this whole area, 
is the logical official to carry out this responsibility. 

An awakened interest on the part of the entire business community 
and of the Nation in the stake of the United States in foreign trade 
should be accompanied by an appropriate recognition of the increased 
importance of the agencies of government which promote and protect 
this trade. 

The international trade organization, already treated in the sum~ 
mary of conclusions at some length, can become an instrument for 
American foreign policy in reaching and maintaining agreements to 
remove trade barriers and restrictions. It may also serve to scrutinize 
on an international scale cartel policies and commodity agr~ements. 
The committee heartily endorses the initiative of the Depattments of 
State and of Commerce to this end. . \_/ · 


